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This Issue:

U

T

he voices of students about their
learning during COVID-19, have
emphasised issues of student or learner
agency. The time of remote learning
exposed existing practices and attitudes,
and hopefully has forced us to rethink what we do.

In some cases, students have rejoiced at their experience of
greater control over learning: what they learn (and why), how they
learn (including, for example, its pace), how they know and show that
they are learning. In other cases, students have reported their struggles
to motivate themselves and to deﬁne why and how they learn. In both
cases, this has directed our attention to the opportunities that classrooms
and schools have provided for students to experience and reﬂect on their
exercise of control over their learning; or, conversely, it has exposed how
schools and classrooms have constrained those opportunities and made
students’ learning dependent on direction by others.
We need to be careful not to lapse into deﬁcit thinking: blaming
students for their ‘incapacity’, or highlighting their ‘inabilities’.
In our understanding of ‘student voice’, we are now recognising
that students do not ‘lack voice’ – ten seconds in any classroom or school
should disabuse us of that. The focus is then about how we hear and
listen and respond to those voices.
And it’s about inclusion: which voices are heard. We’ve often quoted
Adam Fletcher’s illumination of ‘convenient’ and ‘inconvenient’ student
voice - and pointed out that (apart from the importance of us listening to
and learning from voices that challenge us) the willingness of students to
express ‘eﬀective voices’ integrally depends on whether they know they
are being listened to - and whether they see that there are outcomes as a
consequence of their voices.
We need to show a similar caution about deﬁcit understandings
of ‘student/learner agency’. Many schools have started with an explicit
concern that their students are “compliant rather than engaged”. That
can easily lead us to a view that these students “lack agency”.
But, reﬂection on what happens in schools indicates that all students
do have and exert agency. They do make decisions about their learning.
Some make decisions in line with our expectations of them as active
and engaged learners: they are enthusiastic, interested and engaged
(convenient agency?). For others, their agency means they accept that they
might be bored and frustrated in their learning, because they can see this
could lead to longer-term goals that they want to achieve. Others exert
their agency by deciding (consciously or less consciously) to be passive
and compliant in their learning because it is less painful that way (but
they are more engaged in being with friends). And others – perhaps more
obviously – exert their agency by resisting schooling (though perhaps
not learning?) through disruption or absence (inconvenient agency?).
These are all aspects of student agency. We need to turn our
attention from the supposed characteristics of students’ agency, to
examine and change the opportunities that are provided within our
classrooms and schools, for student agency to be exerted.
What does that mean for student and teacher and school
practices? The articles in this issue ... and hopefully the next ... explore
some of these ideas in practical ways.

Next Issue ...
We’d love to hear from you about your lived experiences of student
voice, agency and participation! Could this be a focus for the next
issue? In particular we’d be interested in:
• What does co-design of learning actually mean in your
classroom?
• How does this go beyond adults simply listening to students’
feedback, and then continuing to have sole responsibility for
planning, designing and directing learning?
Roger Holdsworth

Next Issue: #246: December 2020

Deadline for material: end of November, 2020
Connect 245:

Inclusivity: Support and Partnership
for the post pandemic future

Children and Student Voice
Virtual Conference 2020

W

Monday 7 December – Wednesday 9 December 2020
8.30 am to 12 noon (Australian Eastern Daylight Time)
e invite you to join our student-led
virtual conference in December 2020!

This gathering is proudly co-hosted by the
Australian Association for Research in Education
(AARE) and Deakin University Research for
Educational Impact (REDI), bringing together
students, teachers, school leaders, and researchers to
communicate and envision inclusivity for students in
the future.

October 2020

Our Special Interest Group [Children and
Student Voice Across All Sectors] is committed
to enabling children and student participation in
partnerships within learning and in life.
Therefore, over the mornings of three days: 7th
to 9th December 2020, attendees will hear from
distinguished keynote speakers and engage in actioninspired dialogues through panels, discussion forums
and other presentations.
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As economies and schools emerge from the
pandemic, it is time to take an opportunity to
examine how schools eﬀectively support the needs
of students by including their voices in the reshaping
and rebuilding of activities that are taking place.
Building on our commitment to empowering
children and student voice, agency and
participation, some questions we ask are:
•
How can student voice become more inclusive?
•
What were school-system priorities in the age of
coronavirus?
•
How have schools addressed the increase in
highly specialised support services required
such as mental health?
•
How was the new classroom digital interface
co-designed with children and students as
partners?
•
And how do school systems ensure the needs
of the most vulnerable voices are (and will be)
met?
Although these questions were as pertinent
pre- and during pandemic, coronavirus has
brought the matters of inclusivity even more to
the forefront. As such, this conference will look at
these three key themes:
•
Inclusive student voices
•
Student voice and support services
•
Student voice and co-design/partnerships
during and post-pandemic

Keynote speakers:
Professor Dana Mitra
Professor of Education in
the Education Policy Studies
Department at Pennsylvania
State University, USA
Mr Roger Holdsworth
Editor and publisher, Connect;
and Honorary Associate, Youth
Research Centre, Melbourne
Graduate School of Education,
The University of Melbourne
Professor Marie Brennan
Adjunct Professor at the
University of South Australia;
and Extraordinary Professor at
Stellenbosch University, South
Africa
Dr Lew Zipin
Senior Research Fellow at the
University of South Australia;
and Extraordinary Professor at
Stellenbosch University, South
Africa

Key dates:
5 October
25 October
13 November

Registration opens:
Early bird registration closes:
Registration closes:

Cost:
Presenters:
Early bird AARE members:
Early bird AARE student members:
Early bird non AARE members:
Early bird non AARE student members:
Early bird school students:

free
$10; otherwise $20
$5; otherwise $10
$15; otherwise $25
$10; otherwise $15
$5; otherwise $10

Details:
Conference fees, programme information and registration information can be found at:

https://bit.ly/324FSUD
Questions:
Please email any questions about this conference to aare@aare.edu.au
Manaia Chou-Lee, Conference convenor
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EdPartnerships International, Vic

Learner agency as a living ecology:
A way of being in the world
and being in the world with each other

T

his is the ﬁrst in a series of three papers that invites an exploration
of learner agency as a living ecology, bringing attention to its
interdependent, relational and contextual dimensions. This paper, and the
ones that follow in future issues, draw on the extensive research undertaken
by the EdPartnerships team to better understand learner agency.
In 2017 our team was invited to
conduct a detailed investigation and
to make recommendations to inform
the development of a Student Agency
and Leadership Framework for the
Department of Education, Victoria.
The EdPartnerships team went on to
translate this research into two short
articles for schools: ‘What is Learner
Agency?’ and ‘What is the rationale
and evidence base for Student
Agency?’ (O’Rourke & Addison, 2017).
We have become increasingly
interested
in
further
exploring
learner agency, particularly from the
perspective of young people. This has
led to a Research Circle that invited
both adult learners and young people
from a variety of school communities
to partner with us to understand more
deeply their experiences of agency:
what enabled a strong sense of agency,
and what got in the way. Over a period
of 18 months, through scaﬀolded
dialogue, investigations and sense
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making processes, we did a deep dive
into exploring our understandings and
experiences of learner agency, which
led us to see such agency as a living
ecology of interdependent elements.
The voices of young people who
partnered with us in the Research Circle
are included in this paper.
Learner agency as a living
ecology encompasses a way of
being in the world: a way of being
that exists in a delicate balance,
where power is productively shared,
where re-imagination is possible, and
where identity and relationships are
emergent. This understanding is
captured in this comment:
“...everything is balanced, nothing
is heavier or lighter than the other
... teachers’ ideas and students’
ideas and voice is the same as a
balance beam or scale, if one was
unbalanced it wouldn’t work at
all...” (Research Circle participant:
Year 7 student)

An understanding of learner agency
as a living ecology is particularly pertinent
given the continuing and pervasive
educational discourse of performativity
(Ball, 2016; Connell, 2013; Sahlberg &
Hasak 2016; Fielding, 2011). This discourse
inculcates a performative view of learning
and being a learner into the hearts, minds
and souls of young people in school
settings (Nelson and Charteris, 2020).
Learner agency as a living ecology takes
us beyond the conﬁnes of our current
contexts, providing an alternative and more
expansive perspective that strengthens the
possibilities of realising learner agency as a
human endeavour for all young people.
This ﬁrst paper outlines what an
ecological perspective brings to our
attention and how these ideas provide an
expanded understanding of learner agency.
Throughout the paper, a series of drawings
are used to illuminate key concepts related
to learner agency as a living ecology.
These drawings are progressively added
to, building to a heuristic designed to
invite further dialogue and collective
understanding.
Let us start this exploration with the
word ecology, derived from the Greek
work oikos, which means ‘household’.
Ecology, then has come to be understood
as the study of our ‘earth’ or aptly our
‘home’. To take it one step further, as Capra
(2013) suggests, ecology is the study of
the relationships that interlink all on our
‘earth’ or ‘home’. These relationships are
interdependent and are an integral part of
a co-evolving whole. Capra (1983) uses the
metaphor of a tree to describe this delicate
interdependent balance of ecologies:
As a real tree takes its nourishment
through both its roots and its leaves,
so the power in a systems tree ﬂows
in both directions, with neither end
dominating the other and all levels
interacting in the interdependent
harmony to support the functioning
of the whole. (Capra, 1983, p. 282)
5

While ecology can be understood from various disciplines,
we are particularly interested in human social systems as living
ecologies, which are integrally nested within each other and within
ecosystems. This is a view, often referred to as deep ecology, that
does not separate anything from anything else. Our ‘earth, our
home’ is not a collection of isolated things or unconnected groups
of people, but rather the whole is a network of phenomena that
are fundamentally interconnected in ways that sustain life (Capra,
2013). An examination of the characteristics of living ecologies
– human and natural ecologies – identiﬁes the presence of
networks, relationships, diversity, partnerships and a dynamic
balance as necessary for sustaining life (Capra, 2002). When we
bring this ecological awareness of interconnectedness to human
social systems as living ecologies we are invited to think in terms
of, and pay attention to, relationships, patterns and context – as
important in sustaining life.
Understanding learner agency with this ecological awareness
means to examine learner agency in all its complexity and
interdependencies within particular nested social contexts. This
examination brings attention to the connected physical, spatial,
intellectual, emotional, social, cultural and spiritual dimensions of
life and how we make sense of our lives, with others, and as an
agentic person. This process of becoming an agentic person is a
quest for one’s authenticity, in community and for community.
This is a quest that intrinsically belongs to each young person
as they ﬁnd, create, and own who they are, as they grow into the
fullness of their unique humanity (Starratt, 2007). It is grounded
in the freedom to determine oneself through a diversity of
expressions and an openness to the continual re-interpretation
of self in multiple contexts (Collins, 2016). An understanding
of learner agency as a living ecology brings us to a deep
appreciation of learner agency as something individuals, in a
diversity of relationships with others, and in the ebb and ﬂow of
their environments, can realise.
As we explore learner agency as a living ecology, we begin to
understand its beating heart in all its manifestations and beauty.
The beating heart of learner agency is the quest for authenticity,
enabling one’s full potential in community and for community. It
reﬂects a strong sense of our identities, shifting and shaping over
time.
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Shifting and shaping identities
A strong sense of identity is an important dimension
in the quest for agency. Identities are socially and
contextually constructed, ﬂuid, emergent in time and
culturally established. Such a premise rejects the notion
that identities are ﬁxed, stagnant or innate (Holland et al.,
as cited in Mayes & Groundwater-Smith, 2013). Instead,
self-understanding is developed through interactions
and relationships with others over time, where the
patterns of engagement are constantly shaping our
emerging identities. This ‘quest for authentic self’ and a
belief in one’s self as agentic is captured in the following
quote:
“When we have conﬁdence and belief in ourselves,
agency is stronger. It means we can be diﬀerent,
we can be proud, we are ready for the next stretch,
we can be creative, and we never give up and we
put in 110% into everything. When we feel we can
be ourselves and not pretend to be someone else,
we can come to school and freely learn...” (Research
Circle participant: Year 9 student).

Connect 245:

Historically, learner agency
research and practice in schools has
tended to privilege certain identities
while
perhaps
unintentionally
excluding others (Bourke & Loveridge,
2018; Charteris & Smardon, 2018a;
Cook-Sather & Thiessen, 2007;
Fielding, 2007; Keddie, 2016). The
structures of schooling: who is invited
to speak, which voices are chosen as a
representation of other diverse voices,
how groupings are orchestrated and
by whom – may signal that some
identities and voices are less valued,
or less worthy of nurturing for what
they can bring and oﬀer as colearners in community. The following
comments from young people give
expression to their experiences of
invisibility and exclusion:
“...Sometimes it feels as if we are
icebergs – people only see the top
part; they jump to conclusions
and make assumptions about us.”
(Research Circle participant: Year 7 student)
“...people ignore us or
invalidate what we have to
say. They don’t appreciate
what we have to oﬀer.
When this happens, we
feel like we are excluded
or rejected. It’s like when
someone doesn’t explain
their opinion to you
because they think you
don’t matter.” (Research
Circle participant: Year 9 student)
“When teachers or the Principal ask for feedback or our
opinion but don’t act on it, there doesn’t seem to be much
point. If teachers took on our ideas and responded to
our feedback, or at least talked to us about our ideas, we
would feel more valued...” (Research Circle participant: Year 8
student)

be realised, thereby diminishing their contributions to the
learning community and their potential as transformative
agents of change. It can be these diverse voices that
rupture the ordinary and taken-for-granted routines, thus
enabling school communities to re-imagine a new more
inclusive learning environment for all learners (Fielding,
as cited in Bourke & Loveridge, 2018; Mezirow, 1999).
All young people have a signiﬁcant oﬀer to make
to their communities, to their peers, teachers and school
leaders. They oﬀer the diversity of perspectives necessary
to better understand our learning communities, in their
words and through their ways of knowing what it’s
like to be a learner here. Young people, given the right
conditions and relationships, are capable of sharing how
they experience the learning on oﬀer and what might be
getting in the way of their learning. They are also likely to
have a strong sense of what might need to be diﬀerent,
re-imagined or transformed to enable the full ﬂourishing
of all learners – inclusive of all identities.

Marginalised or under-represented voices can include the
quieter, less forthright young person or the less articulate learner,
those who are excluded culturally, through gender identiﬁcation
or through disability. They
also include learners who
are angry or frustrated,
visibly disengaged or
disruptive, who in some
way have experienced
being let down by inaction
or ‘not heard’ (Mayes &
Groundwater-Smith, 2013;
Pearce & Wood, 2019). The
marginalisation of diverse
voices means the possibility
of the authentic self may not
October 2020
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As we come to understand learner agency as a
living ecology, we are drawn to consider how identity is
inﬂuenced by past, present and future selves. This means a
learner’s emerging identity is inﬂuenced by past encounters,
relationships and environments, both physical and
emotional. The quality of these engagements, experiences
and relationships is likely to inﬂuence the values and beliefs
learners hold about themselves. These current beliefs then
signiﬁcantly shape their future aspirations, their personal will
and desire to act in their world, and how they cultivate a sense
of purpose and direction for their lives, now and into the
future. When we come to understand this future projective
element of agency in a living ecology, we recognise a need
to bring attention to our actions in the here and now:
“...developing agency makes it easy to be proactive and
to ask for help - which I believe is VERY valid, as in the
past, I sometimes have felt too shy to ask for help...” (Year
8 student)
The strength of personal will is shaped by and conditional
upon learners’ sense of self-eﬃcacy and belief in themselves,
and the way this has been inﬂuenced over time. Their beliefs
about what determines success, their sense of belonging in the
learning and what they see as the meaning and purposefulness
of their actions, collectively determine the extent to which
learners realise agency.
The strength of an individual’s power to act resides both in
the individual learner (their personal and social resources in the
form of skills and capabilities, knowledge and understandings,
dispositions) and in the power of possibility in their contexts
(particularly the opportunities created by adults and others in
their learning environments and the ways their interactions and
relationships shape their own sense of possibility (O’Rourke &
8

Addison, 2017). Supportive environmental structures and
nurturing adults are paramount in enabling young people the
opportunity and possibility to enact their will and desire.
Agency is oriented toward the future and learners’ future
selves, including how learners might re-imagine these futures,
individually and collectively. It also encompasses an orientation
toward change, collective growth and transformation, often
through dialogical processes and critical reﬂection (Priestley et
al., 2015). When we bring this ecological awareness to learner
agency we are more likely to understand learners as situated
within this dynamic living ecology, where their insights and
self-awareness brings the possibility of shifting past patterns
and developing stronger agentic orientations (Biesta & Tedder,
2007):
“This research made me think a lot about who I am as
a learner and more importantly for me, under what
conditions I learn best in.” (Year 8 student)

Conclusion
This ﬁrst paper, in the series, has oﬀered a close examination
of learner agency from an ecological perspective. Such a
perspective brings a deeper appreciation of learner agency as
something individuals, in a diversity of relationships with others
and in the ebb and ﬂow of their environments, can collectively
realise over time and in their own time. This is in contrast to some
current understandings of learner agency which are conﬁned
to or trapped by the performative discourse of education.
Learner agency is a human endeavour and is nurtured
in environments imbued with a relational ethic of care and a
deep respect for learning and being a learner in community.
It is in these kinds of environments that learners are more
likely to experience a sense of belonging in community and
Connect 245:

bring more of themselves to their learning and
learning community. In this living ecology,
learners’ will and desire and their power of
possibility, is embraced, activated and nourished
through a myriad of encounters and dialogical
opportunities for ongoing critical reﬂection. It
is in these places that we discover the beating
heart of learner agency: the freedom to realise
your authentic self.
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This beating heart of learner agency holds the morality and ethos of
this agency work, and the possibility of transforming the ‘ways of being in the
world’. As Fielding (2006) suggests, learner agency “holds signiﬁcant promise
if it is approached with authentic motives and proceeds with an ethos of care
and compassion.” (p.126)
Dr. Jayne-Louise Collins & Larissa Raymond
EdPartnerships International
jcollins@edpartnerships.edu.au
lraymond@edpartnerships.edu.au
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The next paper in the series will focus on the contextual
conditions that inﬂuence agency: Where we ﬁnd ourselves
& Who we ﬁnd ourselves with. This will be followed by a
third paper that explores how dialogue and deep listening
contribute to the conditions for learners’ agency, with this ﬁnal
paper giving attention to the productive sharing of power.

You can stay connected with us via our website:
www.edpartnerships.edu.au
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/PartnershipsEd
or by connecting via LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/edpartnerships-international
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Brighton Beach Primary School, Vic

Student agency: learning from lockdown

R

eturning to remote learning, or ‘Lockdown 2.0’ as we have
aﬀectionately titled this period, teachers at Brighton Beach
Primary School (BBPS) in Melbourne’s south journeyed through
the full rainbow of emotions in the lead-up. We felt overwhelmed at
the prospect of the known challenges of online learning. We were
Small group online sessions, where
empowered as we had an understanding of what was ahead of us. We
students
had choice over the tasks and
also had a deep connection to our students, families and colleagues as
the learning they shared with their peers,
we entered this unique and unprecedented time together... again.
promoted engagement and a sense of
In the face of a second wave of the Student voice
collaboration. It was critically important for
pandemic, the likes of which no one had
ever seen, we knew returning to on-line
learning was going to be diﬀerent this
time. We had ‘been there’ before, we had
forged an initial path into the uncharted
territory of Lockdown 1.0 and we now
had some prior knowledge on which to
build.
When coming back from the ﬁrst
period of ‘learning from home’, we
spent time reﬂecting and gathering
information from all parties within the
school community. Our pedagogical
journey during the learning from home
period pushed us as a school to step back
and take a balcony view of our practice.
We opened ourselves to reﬂect and relearn all we knew about how students
learn and what highly eﬀective teaching
and learning is. Our driving questions
were as simple as: What could we learn
from this experience? What went well?
What didn’t?
Through this feedback and reﬂection,
common threads could quickly be drawn.
The challenges communicated centred
around two main areas: engagement
and wellbeing. And for teachers, a driving
question: how do we plan a learning
program that addresses curriculum,
promotes engagement and fosters self
regulation skills?
Now more than ever, keeping
students engaged and connected to the
learning experience has been paramount.
These understandings prompted us to
work alongside our students, to listen
to their wants and needs, make their
interests and experiences come to the
forefront and to shape learning in a way
that fostered enthusiasm, motivation and
a hunger to be proactive and driven.
October 2020

At BBPS this journey began
with student voice, opening up
opportunities
through discussions
and feedback surveys, for students to
share their interests, worries, passions
and feedback on learning and teaching.
As we gathered this information, we
used it to guide our work with the
students to experiment with diﬀerent
teaching methods, structure new
learning opportunities and re-frame our
planning and direction to let student
agency guide the way.
Discussing with our students
how their feedback was being used to
steer these changes was fundamental
to ensuring they had ownership,
and therefore autonomy in directing
how their learning developed, and
determination to set goals and take
action to be successful.

Student agency
At the junior end of the school,
student agency, connectedness and
engagement were at the forefront of all
teaching and learning.

our students to know that their learning
was part of a broader community, and
we provided that platform to share and
discuss what they had done with their
peers. This community was fundamental
to their engagement and sense of
belonging.
The responsibility to communicate
and decide the tasks or learning they
would like to share was paramount to
their sense of learning ownership. It was
student directed rather than teacher
choice.
Another key component within the
junior school was that, within all lessons,
students were given daily curriculum
focus tasks and then provided with a
choice of ways in which they could
respond to those tasks. This ﬂexibility
allowed students to choose their own
path and these adaptations were
celebrated throughout.

Student-led sessions
To build on this, students were then
encouraged to run ‘Teach Us A Skill’
sessions. These student-led tutorials
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were designed for children to share an
area, interest or passion they had with
their peers. It became another way for
our students to connect, to learn from
one another and to have ownership over
their learning – to feel empowered and
connected.
At the senior end of the school, this
evolved further, manifesting into studentrun whole-school virtual workshops.
Beginning with an invitation for students
to share their passions and volunteer their
expertise at a grade level, the students
took full advantage of being at home and
having access to resources that, prior to
this, were considered part of their ‘home
life’. They became the teachers, running
sessions on a range of passions including
cooking, art and ﬁtness.
Senior school teachers worked
alongside the students to cultivate
this enthusiasm and conﬁdence. The
focus then became about facilitating
opportunities where this young
generation would feel empowered and
emboldened to become leaders who
had a hunger to share their knowledge
and expertise with their peers and
teachers. They rose to the challenge,
demonstrating, as was so often the
case during learning from home, that
given the opportunity, it’s impressive
just how agile kids can be. Using the
power of collaboration, goal setting and
feedback, the senior students built their
skill set to plan and lead whole-school
virtual workshops, bringing the school
community together in a time when they
were physically so very far apart.
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Demonstrating
agency
at its best, our senior students
brought together their personal
experiences and this burgeoning
skill set, which culminated in them
showcasing to the community the
ingenuity and just how audacious
they can be, by creating a student
built leadership blog. Through
this digital platform, our senior
students constructed a way in
which our school community
could share common experiences
through their oﬀering of a range
of initiatives including things
like
information
resources,
learning tutorials and community
challenges, to foster connection in a
time when we so dearly craved it.

Skill development
Wrapped up in all these rich studentdriven learning experiences, was the
work teachers were doing with students
to develop a deep understanding of
self-regulation skills and the power of
reﬂections and feedback to continually
grow and build on everything we do. Our
‘classrooms’ had changed and therefore
our practice needed to change. Our
students were now learning in a
setting where social connection was
minimised and student responsibility
for learning had increased.
As a staﬀ, we identiﬁed a need
to shift our focus to support students
to recognise and reﬂect on the skills
that foster learning. To celebrate and
highlight growth and eﬀort during this
time, as a school we conducted ‘Three
Way Conferences’ at the end of each
remote learning period. The ‘Three
Way Conference’ was a time for
student, parent and teacher to discuss
and reﬂect on the learning journey
that had taken place.
To support this deep reﬂection,
teaching teams from Prep to Grade 6
developed ‘Self-Regulation’ reﬂection
tools for each level, which identiﬁed
a range of self-regulation skills and
processes that learners had built
during the learning from home
period. Rather than highlighting
the content, curriculum or tasks
completed, conferences named and
celebrated the independent learning
skills our students had developed
over the term: the ‘soft skills’ that, at
this moment in time, were the most
fundamental to being successful and

that, in the future, will empower these
students to ﬂourish.
Equipped with these powerful
tools, students were able to drive their
learning:
•
planning and managing timelines;
•
employing
problem
solving
strategies; and
•
channelling a growth mindset to
show grit and remain focused while
working towards their goals.
Further to this, they also became
increasingly reﬂective and metacognisant of themselves and their
eﬀorts, analysing what was working well
and what changes they may be able to
employ to aﬀect diﬀerent outcomes.
As we take the time to reﬂect on
our learning from home experiences at
Brighton Beach Primary School and see
the impact that fostering high levels of
student agency has on learning, we take
pleasure in celebrating the successes of
the young minds we teach. This year has
been one where we have continuously
been blown away by the wondrous
realisation that, if you give them the
chance, and support them with the
tools, this young generation we are
teaching will step up to the plate, over
and over, surpassing our expectations.
Fostering student agency is a
powerful tool that breaks down the walls
of the classroom and not only nurtures
intrinsically motivated individuals who
are empowered to believe they can have
a positive impact on the world, but also
equips them with the skill set to take
action and become agents of change.
Kate O’Hara and Naomi Beales
kate.ohara@education.vic.gov.au
naomi.beales@education.vic.gov.au
Connect 245:

St Pius X Primary School, Heidelberg West, Vic

Co-designing Inquiry Learning
E

mpowerment through Voice is key to student wellbeing
and learning. And no more could this statement be
true than during the 2020 school year of remote and ﬂexible
learning. Wellbeing challenges faced by students dealing with
anxiety, isolation, and uncertainty have called for teachers to
ﬁnd creative and meaningful ways of designing learning that
will engage the students).
Introduction
St Pius X Primary School in Heidelberg
West (In Melbourne’s north-east)
continues to improve student
engagement through Co-Designing
Inquiry Learning. Students and
teachers create positive, purposeful and
powerful learning pathways together
to enable, empower and enhance
each student’s capability to be an
active learner. Central to co-designing
are ongoing open conversations with
students and teachers evaluating
and reﬂecting as learners together.
Teachers are required to listen
attentively to the student feedback on
the learning process to successfully
guide the students through a reﬂective
improvement practice.
Digital Technology Tools such
as Mind Mup (www.mindmup.com)
provide a means to capture the initial
thinking of students about what matters
most to them. This allows students to
create possible learning pathways and
ground the learning for them to actively
tackle the real life questions, issues and
concerns they have.
A Design Thinking Process guides
the students through the problemsolving process of constructing
solutions, with moral purpose to
actively engage as agents of change in
the community, thus creating a better
place for everyone.
Key stakeholders within our
community and beyond, work alongside
the students throughout the Design
Thinking Process with the intention
to continually build the capabilities of
the students as learners who can tackle
problems, take risks, meet challenges
and successfully deliver solutions.
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A Teacher’s Perspective
on Design Thinking
Michelle McKay:
P/1 Teacher, Literacy Leader,
Learning and Teaching Leader
Change is always hard. Letting go of the
known, the tried and tested and what
has previously successfully worked takes
courage. Behind courage lies the impetus,
the drive and the need to take risks.
As teachers, we were driven to take
the risk of letting go of a formalised or
prescribed program by the desire to meet
the needs of our students. We chose to be
brave and let go of the security of a set
lesson plan and, instead, to respond to
the ideas and interests of our students.
Whilst this may sound a bit “touchy
feely” and lacking in rigour, the growth
in teacher eﬃcacy and empowerment
of our students as learners has been truly
remarkable.
Yet we realise we are still learning;
in fact, we will always be learning and
reﬁning how we teach and also how we
empower our students as self directed
learners.

Framework for Co-Design
In 2019 we began to implement the
Cross-curricular Project Planning Tool as
a framework for co-designing our Inquiry
Learning. We were fortunate enough to
trial this resource in collaboration with
our CEM Eastern Regional oﬃce and
the developer of the resource, Daniel
Avano: Learning Consultant - eLearning.
This process involved co-designing with
class teachers, students, specialist subject
teachers and external providers from our
CEM Eastern Regional Oﬃce and our
Digital Technology provider Anthony
Holohan ( AHH The Computer Tutor).
With a focus on design thinking
and the development of our students
skills and capabilities, we began with
Sustainability as a broad topic. As staﬀ
we initially worked through the Crosscurricular Project Planning Tool to better
articulate where we would start.
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The Cross-curricular Project Planning Tool
provides provocations to promote deeper thinking
from staﬀ as they support students through the
following process:
1. Students deﬁne a ‘project’ to address an area of
interest
2. Students ‘pitch’ their project to the teacher/class
before proceeding
3. Students create a design brief for their project
4. Exploring solutions to the brief
The process involved an interconnected
approach to the planning and delivery of the
curriculum, utilising the skills and expertise of students
and staﬀ. As a Learning Community, everyone ties
in together as a team. The process centres around
reﬂecting the students’ interests following the
framework. It is a focussed collaborative eﬀort with
a strong emphasis on building student eﬃcacy. This
formalised approach within an Inquiry promotes
Visible Learning with work regularly showcased as an
integral part of the process of the weekly check ins.
Stepping away from teaching at the front of the
classroom, allows students to take responsibility for
their learning.
Teachers facilitate the learning conversations.
Each session begins with a check-in from each
group, where they must articulate where they are
in the process, and the speciﬁc focus/tasks for the
session. The students have the opportunity to form
questions, and prepare for learning conversations
with other members of the teaching team.
The ownership of the project rests squarely
with the students in each group. They are supported
in identifying who/what resources they can access
to continue to develop their project.
For example, see the presentation from students
about their ‘Positivity Project’, and the group’s
computational thinking process rubric.

Conclusion
St Pius X Primary School empowers student voice
by providing a school environment where everyone
belongs, with opportunities for all to be heard
and to contribute. They have the opportunity to
demonstrate independent thought and verbalise
their ﬁndings and conclusions. Students therefore
become self motivated learners who make
purposeful decisions, take responsibility for their
choices and conﬁdently take action to reach set
goals.
The Design Thinking Process builds the
students’and teachers’capacity to actively collaborate
to co-design learning. Together they design learning
pathways, with ways of working to access speciﬁc
information from multiple sources and opinions.
This Design Thinking Process guides the explicit
teaching strategies needed to develop the students’
higher order thinking skills and empower students to
take ownership and responsibility for their learning.
14

Student Voice that is clearly activated and valued by a school
community will therefore successfully provide the inspiring and
challenging environment needed for innovative and creative inquiry
learning for all.
Barbara Gomez
Principal, St Pius X Primary School, Heidelberg West
bgomez@spxhw.catholic.edu.au
Connect 245:

St Mary’s Catholic Primary School, Williamstown, Vic

Assessment and reporting
F

ormal school reporting is one of the most important tools for
communication between home and school, yet has very little
‘student voice’in most cases. In many cases where it has been attempted,
it is an add on, a photocopied sheet at the end of the report, devaluing
the voice of the students.
When researching ways of designing
a new school report, the ﬁrst questions we
were asked were: Are your School Reports
eﬀective? And: Who are they eﬀective for?
These two questions from Hilary
Hollingsworth at ACER, really made us
stop and think about how our reports
were designed. After working with a group
of parents, we began to realise that our
reports were eﬀective for teachers, but
parents found them diﬃcult to read; and
many of our families never showed them
to their children, so for the students they
were the least eﬀective. Teachers were
spending many hours on a document that
many families only looked at for a couple of
minutes. Something had to change.
We decided to try and do something
about it and make them more eﬀective for
parents and especially for our students.
When looking at models around Australia,
we found that some schools had started to
have student voice directly into the report.
Students gave themselves marks and their
marks were next to the teachers’, – part of
the formal report.
Approaching our School Report
company, Grade Expert, we proposed to
them what we wanted to do. We were
initially met with ‘no, we cannot do that’
and ‘it is at least two years away’. Most of
the people who work for School Reporting
companies are not educators; they are tech
experts and could not see what they needed
to change. We kept on pestering, sent them
the research behind the idea and, once they
understood our philosophy, six weeks later
we had students inputting into the school
report.
Basically, from Grades 3 to 6, students
also give themselves marks across our
grading system in Literacy and Numeracy,
Behaviour and Eﬀort. Their marks appear
next to the teachers’ marks. So the students
self-assessed formally in reading, writing,
number measurement etc.
We had some initial challenges. In the
ﬁrst round, the teachers inputted the marks,
which took a lot of time. On the second
round, Grade Expert created Google Forms
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that allowed the students to directly input
into the reports themselves.
We had to teach the students about
the marking system. Students were not
used to ‘at standard,’ ‘below standard’ or
‘above standard.’ For the most part, student
marks were the same as the teacher’s. The
group that was most inaccurate with their
markings was the lower 25%. The less you
know about a topic, the more likely you are
to overstate your ability. Our teachers had
to assist some of these students.
For some students, it was the ﬁrst
time they knew how they were going. As
one said:
“It was good, it made me realise I was
not going as bad as I thought I was.”
Having students provide input
into the reports opened up far better
conversations with parents in student led
conferences. Students could be asked why
they gave themselves a mark. We felt that
students were now more empowered
in their learning and had more student
voice.
Where we would like to take the next
step is by students inputting comments as
well the marks. For students to see school
reports as a way of helping their growth, we
would like to see them comment on areas

where they have seen growth, what they
need to learn next and what action they are
going to take to achieve that growth. Getting
student to articulate beyond saying they are
going to ‘practice,’ will take some teaching,
however we feel this will give students more
voice in their success and growth.
As a school, from the focus on Formal
Reporting, the school is now working with
Dylan Wiliam to improve our assessment
practices. We are particularly focusing on
the feedback students give to us to have
an impact on our teaching. The feedback
should tell us what the next thing the
students’ need to learn to take them to the
next level. That student voice in all aspects
of assessment is very powerful.
Formal school reporting and
assessment is beneﬁtted by having student
voice. It gives students more ownership of
their learning, something we see as very
important in student growth. If the student
knows how they are progressing, they will
have a better understanding of where they
need to go next.
Anthony Hockey
School Principal
St Mary’s Catholic Primary School
Williamstown
ahockey@smwilliamstown.catholic.edu.au
Anthony Hockey was previously Principal of
St Paul’s Catholic Primary School, Nightcliﬀ, NT
where this was ﬁrst implemented. Anthony was
previously on the Australian Primary Principal
Board and Vice President of the Australian
Catholic Primary Principal Association.
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Eltham High School, Vic

Collaborating on building student agency

B

uilding student agency has been a priority at Eltham High School
in Melbourne’s north east, for the past few years, and we have
promoted it through our student representative group (Teaching and
Learning Team) as well as in classroom strategies.
According to the Department
of Education and Training document
Amplify, student agency refers to
‘the level of autonomy and power that
a student experiences in the learning
environment.’
Student agency has
been a powerful approach for staﬀ and
students to collaborate and improve
student learning.

What shapes student agency?
Student agency involves providing
students with a sense of ownership
through a partnership between staﬀ
and students. In classes where student
agency is prevalent, student selftalk is elicited and student learning is
self-regulated. That means students

EHS

Learner Questions
WHY:

What am I learning &
Why am I learning it?

Classroom observation

HOW:

How am I going
to complete the task?

DO:

Can I put what I
have learnt into action?

REVIEW:

What have I learnt?
How do I know that I
have learnt it?
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are monitoring their own learning and
asking themselves questions about their
learning.
Our Teaching and Learning
Team (TLT), consisting of student
representatives as well as two teachers,
has become responsible for activating
student agency. The TLT designed and
implemented a list of learning questions
with the leadership team, which students
are encouraged to ask themselves in
class. A poster with the questions was
developed and displayed across the
school, and the TLT, as ambassadors,
facilitated the use of the Learner
Questions with fellow students through
presentations and Learner Questions
song writing competitions.
The questions, such as:
• What am I learning?
• Why am I learning it?
• How am I going to complete the task?
• How do I know that I have learnt it?
aligned with the school’s instructional
model.
My colleague and I helped the students
in the TLT to conduct classroom
observation focused on an element
of the instructional model. Before
giving students this responsibility and
agency, leadership team members and I
discussed the rationale behind this and
mapped out the timeline and process of
this observation. In preparation for this
observation, students gained knowledge
of the whole purpose of the instructional
model and the process that the school
community took to develop the model.
Students brainstormed and discussed
typical pedagogical strategies used in
each element of the instructional model,
before delving into speciﬁcs about each
element.
Last year our focus of observation
was feedback. The TLT read the feedback
section of the HITS (High Impact Teaching
Strategies), talked about what three types
of feedback (teacher to student, student
to teacher, student to student) look like,
and protocols of this observation. The TLT
observed their own classes and took notes
Connect 245:

A member of the
TLT talking to Year 7
students about the ‘EHS
Learner Questions’ song
writing competition.
Using two lessons, the
TLT presented the EHS
Learner Questions to Year
7 students and helped
them to write a parody
song of the Learner
Questions in a small
group. Each group of
Year 7 students competed
against their classmates
to start with and then
the winner of each class
could enter a ﬁnal.

on eﬀective feedback strategies for three
weeks, collated their data and prepared
a presentation. The presentation, in
which students shared data with staﬀ,
gave students an opportunity to voice
their views and inﬂuence the change
in pedagogical practices in class. More
importantly, the process of preparing and
delivering this presentation has created
more independent and self-regulating
learners.
Student agency is also about creating
autonomous learners. This means
for students to ‘display the capabilities,
conﬁdence and willingness to contribute
ideas and make decisions about what and
how they learn’ (Amplify) in class.

Co-constructed success criteria
Some students and teachers coconstruct success criteria based on
learning intentions. For example, in one
Year 7 French class, a teacher explained
a learning intention: ‘we will learn how to
name and describe animals in French’. The
teacher brieﬂy explained the learning
intention and demonstrated worked
samples: in this class, a video of two French
people describing animals they like and
dislike. The teacher then used ‘think, pair
and share’ to elicit success criteria from
students. Students suggested ‘to be
successful, I can say names of animals
in French or I can pronounce names of
animals correctly’.
Similarly, rubrics can be useful tools
to promote student agency. Prior to or
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during their formative
assessments, students
self-assess or peerassess based on rubrics
to evaluate and monitor
their own learning. Prior to assessments,
students predict and identify levels they
can currently achieve and plan what
they need to do to get to the next level.
During the assessments, students peerassess their peers’ work and provide
feedback to others.
Some teachers provided students
with opportunities to evaluate their own
learning by using formative assessment
strategies such as Fist to 5 and exit slips.
Fist to 5 is a strategy for checking
for understanding; with the number
of ﬁngers, students show their
understanding of a concept or their
conﬁdence of skills (eg 5 = I completely
understand; to 0 = I don’t understand
at all). A teacher can also ask an extra
question: ‘what could we do to move
your number of ﬁngers to 5?’ This gives
another opportunity for self-reﬂection.
In exit slips, students write what they
have learnt in a lesson, any questions or
wonder they have.

Diﬀerentiated classrooms
In diﬀerentiated classrooms, student
agency is frequently activated through
approaches that provide choices of
tasks with diﬀerent entry levels. Students
need to identify and reﬂect on their level
by using their prior knowledge and skills,
and this creates student ownership.
In some classes, students had
choices of content and processes.
For example, in a Music composition
project, students chose a style of music

and a medium of presentation (live or
GarageBand), as long as the piece of music
demonstrated student understanding of
melody, harmony and structure.
Another strategy that has been
working well at school is the use of
various surveys (eg Microsoft Forms,
Pivot) to elicit student feedback and work
together to improve student learning.
This experience empowers students and
gives extra responsibility for their learning
process.

Cultural shifts
Over the years, it has been pleasing to see
some cultural shifts, where student to
teacher feedback is ubiquitous, and a tool
for promoting student agency.However,
this has been a gradual process.
With reference to the TLT’s classroom
observations, the leadership team had
numerous discussions on how to proceed
with the observations and we carefully set
protocols around these observations so
that students only focussed on eﬀective
strategies and were careful not to disclose
their teacher or curriculum areas that
eﬀective strategies are derived from.
We will continue with these rounds of
classroom observations once the school
returns to face-to-face teaching and
learning.
Incorporating student agency in
class is part of our continuous agenda.
What has worked well has been using
surveys to build partnerships between
staﬀ and students and building
student agency through self and peer
assessments.
Our ultimate goal is that, in the
future, we will use each element of the
instructional model as an opportunity
to facilitate student agency. During
explicit instruction, we could encourage
students to demonstrate agency by
using metacognitive strategies such as
graphic organisers or thinking protocols to
shape and structure thinking about the
information provided.
By building student agency, we will
be able to enhance student motivation. It
is integral that students feel empowered
by their autonomy and control over
their learning, so that we can create
independent life-long learners who
monitor and track their own learning
growth.
Chizuko Inoue-Andersson
Learning Specialist
ino@elthamhs.vic.edu.au
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Our Lady of Mercy College, Heidelberg, Vic

Student agency on the Horizon

I

t has taken a global pandemic and Melbourne lockdown to make me
realise I might have equated student agency with spy agency when
students are out of earshot. In that, while welcoming them making
decisions about their learning in theory and (sometimes) practice, I
was sometimes left to wonder: ‘what are they doing now? Are they using
time eﬀectively? Are they mucking about?’ as we tried to be both remote
and ﬂexible.
I couldn’t see them. How would I know they responded
appropriately to completing tasks of their own choosing?
I may have even used Google Docs as spyware - explicitly
teaching into a Zoom void, only to lurk and check students’
progress via their editing or blinking cursors while they
completed an activity on their docs.
Desperate times, and all that.
Yet lockdown has dictated more than masks and curfew
during Melbourne’s winter terms. Via sheer necessity, spies...
I mean teachers... have had to trust. We’ve had to let go of
the last semblance of absolute control and having all eyes on
each student in every activity. We have had to adapt programs
and activities faster than the average double agent switches
teams. We’ve had to modify, and the completion of some of
these tasks have happened in our blind spots.

young readers and mathematicians, or
at the Mercy Hospital where teen minds
realise they are not the centre of the
universe. Many Horizon students usually
visit an elderly care facility during this
term and spend time listening to stories
or playing Scrabble or making cups of
tea.
And these trail days, combined
with community engagement and a three-day camp, count
for some 80 sessions across the ten weeks.
Horizon is a once-in-an-OLMC-secondary-school
experience and the positive voices about the term speak
to younger year levels more frequently than the naysayers.
The teaching team felt a need to make the online version
as engaging as possible and this is where student agency
became both important and helpful.

Horizon
Over the last couple of years, I have been fortunate enough
to coordinate the Year 9 ‘breakout’ term at Our Lady of Mercy
College (OLMC), Heidelberg in Melbourne’s northern suburbs.
‘Horizon’ is our cross-curriculum ten-week program that draws
on the content of core subjects and weaves its way through
every Year 9 student’s timetable at one stage of their year. It’s a
blend of experiential learning, academic rigour and an inquirybased approach.
The stats are interesting, especially when discussing
lockdown, engagement and student agency:
•
Two home-groups ‘do’ Horizon each term
•
Fifty new students start Horizon in Week 1 and complete
it in Week 10
•
Four staﬀ team teach in the program
•
Six core subjects are factored into the content
•
Eighty x 75 minute lessons are mostly experiential.
I didn’t know the ﬁnal fact before March this year, when
the teaching team hunkered down in a newly deserted
classroom to brainstorm how we might take an engaging,
often community-based program online.
We knew the students would be disappointed.
The Horizon term usually involves trail days: trips to the
CBD, visits to the Magistrates Court, RMIT, The Big Issue, The Old
Melbourne Gaol. Community engagement is usually run in
local primary schools, where students develop a rapport with
18
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During Terms 2 and 3, we ran a fairly
prescriptive structure in the units of career
pathways, ﬁnancial and digital literacy,
justice and ethical considerations and the
hot-button environment topic. Yet, within
each area, students were given the agency
to decide the content to explore and
the methodology of their exploration.
We could have done a lot better with
considering agency around assessment
tasks, but time was of the essence and as
a teaching team, we almost used these
assessments as a form of comfort - as
though: ‘oh, if we give them an inquiry
task on career paths as usual, 2020 will be
more normal than it seems.’
Following are two examples where
student agency rose to the fore in
remote Horizon, allowing each Year 9
to make decisions about the purpose
of their time, what they might learn and
how they might progress over the weeks.
As days crept by, I felt less like running a
spy agency and more content to marvel
in what was happening in those blind
spots.

Student Agency 1:
Altruism Hour
Connection and action with the
community supports the Religious
Education (RE) core in the Horizon
program, and typically, students leave
college gates to give back to the broader
landscape. Rethinking this aspect of
Horizon, the team created Altruism Hour
or #community iso.
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We started with a Jamboard,
asking students to contribute a sticky
note in yellow for all the positives they
could think of for helping someone. The
negatives are in green. I’ve deleted the
repetitious stickies, as many students
said ‘to be helpful’ and ‘to show you
care’, while ‘boredom’ featured several
times in the cons column (see below).
Over the course of a lesson, my
teaching partner and I looked at pins (eg
https://bit.ly/3kWNnUr), shared a video
or two (eg https://bit.ly/3cyFv8A) with
the cohort, then asked them to ﬁnd any
appropriate TikToks or footage of people
helping others they could present to
their peers.
Finally, students got into small
groups of their choosing via Google
Meets and brainstormed some activities
they could do to help others in their
CoVid communities, knowing that one
hour on a Wednesday afternoon would
be devoted to this task. We also asked
students to note down the reason they
might do this activity.
The spies watched these
blooming brainstorms in real time.
They couldn’t help themselves.
We collated the ideas and posted
them on the Horizon website. Some of
them had the immediacy that might
have sent parents over the edge (for
instance, cooking dinners with high
complexity that very night) so we
moderated a little (top, next page).

Students met up with their teachers
at the start of a Wednesday, Lesson 4 and
had a chat about where they would take
their altruism hour. This was an informal
conversation with 50 students and a
couple of teachers, but always involved
taking the roll, a well-being check and
sharing the pep-talk and hashtag:
#itsnotallaboutme (see next page for
the poster of this conversation). Some
students turned on their mics for the
interaction, while others responded in
the chat.
Students were reminded that this
activity was not reported on or graded
in any way. We hoped they would learn
something new, however, and complete
some sort of reﬂection about their hour
and what they achieved.
The majority of students took up the
opportunity to develop their digital literacy
using Google Sites and an instructional
video we’d created, recording their own
clips, photos and written reﬂections
about the weekly experience. They chose
what to post on their websites. They
selected the format, length and medium
(examples next page).
There was a loose understanding the
teaching team would check each week,
but as time went by and we realised
how well most of the cohort were using
this Wednesday afternoon, we started
to visit websites to revel in the array of
activities and reﬂections, rather than for
espionage.
Who would have thought?
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Student Agency 2:
CoVideo 2020
The major engagement and psychological
hurdle to overcome was the replacement
of trail day Thursdays, the entire
experiential day of learning that Horizon
students love and remember. I wanted to
retain a Thursday vibe for our remote crew
without the city excursions. Fun, creative,
collaborative, perhaps?
Once my colleague mentioned a web
series, a short, sequential video activity, I
was hooked. We worked together on ideas
to present something to our teaching
teammates, using the staﬀ days to draft,
propose and brainstorm. In a process too
long- winded to document, we based
our emerging project on a mixture of the
capabilities and enterprise skills, seeking
to ﬁre creativity, critical thinking, personal
and social skills (in iso), presentation,
digital storytelling, communication and
collaboration.
Students received a prompt,
timeline and viewing guide of web series
like Carmella for inspiration during Week
1. The team decided to allocate four 75
minute sessions per week for the storyboarding, scripting, casting, ﬁlming and
editing of a 5 minute episode. Two lessons
were back-to-back to allow creative
rumination, discussion and plotting, and
expectation was that one episode would
be produced and viewed each fortnight.
Given isolation, students were able to
work with friends in groups of about four
or ﬁve.
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They also had to work out how to
take a single element of solo ﬁlming and
edit it to produce an episode. This was
probably more time than was needed.
Students were left to make
decisions on genre, ﬁlming software,
digital platforms, characters, plotlines,
casting, assessment, time management
and project planning. Regarding
assessment, all groups requested
feedback via rubric after each episode
viewing. The majority of groups wanted
a couple of extra comments about how
they might improve their next episode,
while no one wanted any grades or
reporting attached to the task.

Once again, it felt almost
uncomfortable for students to work for
chunks of time without overlord eyes
upon them. Initially, we arranged Google
Meet times and codes so the teaching
team could drop in and ascertain how
groups were progressing, but once we
witnessed the creative outcomes and
collaborative eﬀorts in action, we started
visiting to marvel at the energy and
learning. Our spy agency diminished by
the day.
Students discovered ways to narrate,
improvise, script, characterise, capture,
edit and decide. We allocated a lesson
per fortnight to watch every episode as
Connect 245:

a cohort, and the teaching team became as involved in each
twist and turn as if the series were the latest Netﬂix oﬀerings.
Asking the students how they would like to celebrate and
acknowledge the creative endeavours of the term - and the
learning associated with producing a story with every actor in

a diﬀerent place - we decided on a CoVideo Awards Ceremony.
We were able to hold this at school at the end of Term 2, but
ran it totally online for the Term 3 crew.
In keeping with our team’s burgeoning interest in student
agency, we made most of the awards ‘people’s choice’ in nature.
This task was easier with a Google Formstyle of survey for the categories, and
student nominations were combined
with our favourites to get the ﬁnal results.
In retrospect, we would apply this format
to judge the top three episodes from
each round, as this was based purely
on the teaching team’s opinion after
watching.

And now ...
It did take a global pandemic and strict
Melbourne lockdown to change some
of our practice in what is supposed to
be a cutting-edge-pedagogical term
for our Year 9 students. I think we
needed it - the changes in thinking, not
the pandemic.
I’m hopeful we take much of what
we have learned about agency into
the classroom when we are face-toface again, and I feel some preliminary
work can be done with the Year 8s to
ascertain what their learning priorities
might be for 2021.
These spies have come in from the
cold during the Melbourne winter.
Rosemary Jones
Horizon Coordinator
rjones@olmc.vic.edu.au
October 2020
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International: Pinewood School, Los Altos, California, USA

How a course in Social Entrepreneurship
fosters students’ agency as
learners and change makers

T

he coronavirus pandemic has laid bare many social inequities,
including the stark digital divide in the USA. When stay-at-home
orders went into eﬀect, because of a lack of devices, many low-income
students were left without access to online school, seniors in nursing
homes were left without any way to connect with their families, and
people dying in hospitals had no means of saying goodbye to their
loved ones.
In response to these injustices, a pair
of students at the Pinewood School in Los
Altos, CA organized a digital device drive.
One of the students lost her grandfather
to COVID-19. Her family was only able
to connect with him through a nurse’s
phone at the nursing home. Inspired by
this personal experience, the student and
her partner wanted to collect as many
devices as possible so that more families
in their area could say goodbye to loved
ones. They created a website, posted
a video about the student’s means of
communication with her grandfather
in his dying days, posted ﬂyers in the
neighborhood, and created a marketing
campaign to reach parents from the
school.
The students collected more than
30 usable devices, which they distributed
to the student’s grandfather’s nursing
home. Their eﬀorts helped residents in
the retirement home connect with loved
ones and, in some cases, to say goodbye
to family. Inspired by the impact of their
project, the students continued to collect
devices and distribute them to seven
additional nursing homes in the area over
the summer.

across their ﬁnal year, helps students
learn to become changemakers as they
pursue a “passion project” and develop
innovative solutions to drive social
change.
This course introduces students
to both theory and practice of social
entrepreneurship through experiential,
interactive, and collaborative projects.
In Social Entrepreneurship 1, students
begin by creating a podcast about a
social issue they want to explore. Using
interviews and research, they plan out
a compelling podcast to share their
ideas with a broad audience. In the
second half of the course, students
work together in teams of two to three
to create smaller social action projects,

like the digital device drive introduced
above. During the following year, in
Social Entrepreneurship 2, students build
upon the skills and the lessons learned
in the ﬁrst course and apply them to a
new, individual, social impact project. As
they learn to use design thinking, systems
analysis, and entrepreneurial skills, they
develop a strong sense of agency, which
empowers them as learners, citizens, and
change agents.
Agency is fostered in this course
through eﬀorts to address students’ core
needs. According to self-determination
theory, people have three basic needs
(autonomy, relatedness, and competence),
and when these three needs are met or
satisﬁed, people will be more intrinsically
motivated to take on tasks or complete
the work required of them. Their intrinsic
motivation, in turn, will lead to “enhanced
performance, persistence, and creativity”
(Ryan & Deci, 2000, p. 70) and to more
self-determined or agentive behavior.
In Social Entrepreneurship, both the
classroom learning environment and the
assignments are designed to support

Social Entrepreneurship
While the instinct to take action to address
a pressing social problem may not be
something that can be taught, the ability
to do so eﬀectively can be scaﬀolded.
The students who led this eﬀort, built on
the knowledge and skills they developed
in their Social Entrepreneurship class
at Pinewood. This class, which begins
in the second half of their penultimate
year in secondary school and extends
22
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student autonomy, promote a sense of
relatedness or belonging for all students,
and help students to feel increasingly
competent.

Autonomy-Support
An autonomy-supportive classroom is
one in which students feel that what they
are asked to do accords with their values,
interests, and sense of self. In Social
Entrepreneurship, students’ sense of
autonomy is developed through several
class rituals and activities.
For example, at the start of every
class, students are asked to spend ﬁve
to eight minutes writing in a journal in
response to an inspirational question
and quote that are projected on the
wall. Sometimes the questions are
introspective and other times they are
whimsical. Their journals are private,
and they are encouraged to use them
to engage in a conversation with their
future selves, as they reﬂect on what
matters to them and begin to explore
their passions. Identity exploration is a
critical aspect of the course. Each class
period inspires students to claim with
authenticity: What matters to me? What
will I do about it?
Another way in which the course
centres students’ autonomy is by using
the students’ interests to guide the
curriculum. Every two weeks, students
respond to a google form – The
Community Connections Questionnaire

– which typically opens with a “Would
you rather question” – to generate
feedback about the class and to oﬀer
ideas for the coming weeks.
The course is co-designed by the
students, and they know that their
voices will change the curriculum. The
class is designed to be ﬂexible, based
on student interest and the skills they
need to hone to execute their social
action projects.
For example, one student
commented in the Community
Connections Questionnaire that he
wanted to understand how he would
complete a full project. The class had
spent a month brainstorming “skyis-the-limit” ideas in their Inspiration
Trackers, but now students needed to
focus on the actual engineering of one
idea. What a daunting concept! He
was curious about all of the diﬀerent
components that might go into a
possible impact project. Some of the
projects he had brainstormed seemed
too large to conquer in a year.
The following week, the teacher
created a sample year-long project
template for the students to practise
completing. The students needed to
consider all components of the project:
the stakeholders, funding, partners,
milestones, and possible controversies.
The challenge? A few miles
away a beautiful cove by the beach
has been left in disrepair. This secret

cove is diﬃcult to ﬁnd, as visitors need
to hike down a steep hill to enjoy it.
That isolation and inaccessibility are
exactly why this place has been left to
deteriorate. Graﬃti marks the walls of
the natural bridges, and garbage piles
in heaps by the base of the cliﬀside
trail back up to the road. What needs
to happen to restore this breathtaking
spot, and more importantly, how
can the students prevent it from
dereliction again? In small groups,
the students mapped out all of the
diﬀerent components and time targets
to execute this imaginary project within
the year. The students then shared their
ideas with the class and discovered
additional components needed to
complete this impact project.
By the end of the activity, students
realised that their passion projects are
multilayered but possible to execute
with careful planning and thorough
analysis. On the following Community
Connections Questionnaire, the student
indicated that he felt more conﬁdent
to create a project management plan
to actualise his ideas because of the
activity that he practised in class. Voice,
choice, and curricular responsiveness
to student need are enduring features
of the class.
The centerpiece of the course, the
passion project, is tightly tethered to
students’ values, goals, and dreams. To
help students discern their passions,
assignments engage them in reﬂecting
on problems that compel them, tracking
ideas that inspire them, and experimenting
with creative responses and solutions. As
students identify their passions and then
pursue them, they come to a stronger
understanding of not only what drives
them but also how they can drive change
in the world around them.

Belonging
According to self-determination theory,
students will become more agentive or
self-determined when they feel they feel
supported and as if they are a member of
close-knit, caring community. Establishing
an environment in which students feel
connected and safe is of paramount
importance in the Social Entrepreneurship
course because students need to feel
comfortable taking intellectual risks.
To build this sense of belonging,
the teacher provides students with
ample feedback and encouragement.
For example, every evening, the teacher
October 2020
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reviews the ideas the students generate
during class in their inspiration tracker
journal and adds suggestions and links to
augment their ideas. This conversation of
possibility helps the students to ﬁnd an
idea that will occupy and inspire them for
the whole year.
A sense of belonging is also promoted
by assignments that encourage students
to work together and to give one another
feedback. For example, students began
the semester by brainstorming their
academic, personal, and societal goals
for the year. They then translated those
goals into vision boards that they will use
throughout the year as a visual guide to
measure their progress. Since the class is
built on collaboration, students posted
their vision boards and received peer
feedback using an interactive tool called
Padlet.
The early process of exploring their
goals and verbalising them through this
activity helped align their values with
the projects they chose. Students were
encouraged to comment on each other’s
vision boards. Students commented
on each other’s choice of incorporated
quotes such “woman on a mission” and
“rewrite history.” One student posted this
comment on her classmate’s board: “I like
how you want to make your own path
and make a diﬀerence. I like that you are
willing to work hard for it.” The sense of
community and mutual support that are
generated by assignments such as this are
integral to students’ developing sense of
themselves as agentive problem solvers.

Competence
In addition to autonomy and belonging,
self-determination
theory
posits
that individuals must feel a sense of
competence in order to feel intrinsically
motivated to engage in an activity, learn
from it, and act in a self-determined
manner.
To promote students’ sense of
competence, activities are designed to
scaﬀold students’skills and prepare them
for real-world situations. For example,
students use class time to practise cold
calling, using role plays to mimic what
might happen when they call social
organisations related to their interests.
A few classmates were given potential
roles that the “caller” might encounter.
The students were given roles within
the organisation and could only pass
along the caller to the next person if
the caller asked speciﬁc questions. By
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the end of the call, the “caller” discovered
that the organisation had a “hidden need.”
While hysterical, the activity was also
educational. Students gained practice at
cold calling, making introductions, and
using open-ended questions to discover
potential synergies. After this practice
activity, each student created a line of
imaginary calls to practise what their
actual calls might sound and feel like –
with grumpy secretaries and overworked
volunteers included. For homework, the
students then actually placed calls to
organisations that matched their interests
to further explore the issue they hoped to
address and understand the needs in the
ﬁeld.
Perhaps paradoxically, in order to help
students to develop a sense of competence,
the class encourages them to fail. The
teacher is careful to emphasise that they
can learn more from their failures than their
successes. For example, last year, one group
had an idea to connect the stories of senior
citizens with student artists during the
shelter-in-place in California. They believed
this eﬀort could help combat loneliness
among senior residents. Many of the senior
citizens did not have physical pictures by
which to remember key moments in their
lives, and this group’s idea was to create
mementos of those memories with the
visions of the artists. However, it took the
group longer to put together their website
and to gather the artists than they had
expected. As a result, many of the stories
did not get matched with the artwork.
What did they learn? Project
management is key to success. As

Benjamin Franklin reminds us: “If you
fail to plan, you are planning to fail!”
This year, the students in that group
critically analysed what worked and
what did not work in their previous
year’s project, and moving forward for
this year, they have a new plan with
milestones in place to ensure progress.
Do schools allow students to
fail?
A senior last year created a
podcast on exactly this topic. She
explored what typically happens when
students fail. She argued that schools
do a disservice when they do not allow
students to fail, pick themselves up
again, and grow from their mistakes.
Her podcast was rich with examples
of times when she failed in the course
of putting together the work, which
ended up strengthening the ﬁnal
product and more importantly, her
learning experience in creating it.
While it is challenging to convince
students that their grades are based on
eﬀort, rather than end result, students
come to learn that the process is more
important to their development and
learning than the ﬁnal product.

Evidence of Agency
By carefully attending to students’
feelings of autonomy, belonging,
and
competence,
the
Social
Entrepreneurship course strengthens
students’ engagement, achievement,
and most importantly, their selfdetermination as learners and change
makers.
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In the course, students develop habits of selfawareness, meta-cognition, and self-advocacy,
which serve them well in other academic contexts.
The autonomy and identity exploration work that
happens in each class deepens their understanding
of their values and what matters most to them.
This intrapersonal intelligence in turn helps them
learn to connect material they are learning in other
courses to their personal goals and interests. Their
meta-cognitive reﬂection and self-assessments of
their progress on their passion projects deepen
their knowledge of themselves as learners and the
conditions that allow them to ﬂourish as learners.
Finally, the self-advocacy skills they develop as
they co-design the curriculum empower them to
take ownership of the learning process.
These skills translate to other classroom
learning contexts. One student reﬂected: “The
class has taught me to take risks in other classes
and give it my all!” Another student shared
that the class “has allowed me to expand my
brainstorming, and [I] can now come up with far
more ideas in other classes without fear of having
a ‘wrong’ or ‘bad’ idea.”
Although a formal evaluation or practitionerinquiry project has yet to be undertaken,
anecdotal evidence suggests that students in this
course are learning not just to see themselves as
capable, agentive learners, but also to recognise
their power as agents of change beyond the
schoolhouse walls. One student wrote: “In [this
class], I have discovered new passions of mine
and have been able to put them to use. Learning
about how to help communities around us has
opened my eyes to new issues I had no idea
existed. It’s made me more passionate to help
others in new ways.” Another expressed: “I am
interested in being an entrepreneur and owning a
business when I’m older, so having the experience
of creating our own projects and getting to hear
from other entrepreneurs has been truly inspiring.”
For many students, the class has ignited a passion
that they expect to propel them beyond their
formal schooling.
Not every school may be able to add a course
in Social Entrepreneurship to the curriculum;
however, the fundamental ingredients of this
course – creating an environment that supports
students’ sense of autonomy, belonging, and
competence – can be baked into most any class.
When
students
feel
autonomous,
supported, and competent, their agency
as learners, thinkers, knowledge creators
and problem solvers grows, building a
strong foundation for lifelong discovery and
contribution.
Michelle Dette Gannon and Jerusha Conner
mgannon@pinewood.edu
jerusha.conner@villanova.edu
October 2020
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Regency Park Primary School, Wantirna, Vic

Student Voice leads community thanks

D

uring remote learning, students at Regency Park Primary
School in Melbourne’s eastern suburbs were tuning into the
news and the saddening eﬀect that COVID-19 was having on our
elderly, particularly those in nursing homes and retirement villages.
Our Student Voice Team here at
Regency Park began by meeting through
Google Meet, discussing ways in which we
could support our local community. The
Student Voice leaders from Years 1 to 6
considered many ways in which we could
support our local Aged Care facility. Some
of their ideas were outstanding.
There was one idea that
resonated with all of our Student
Voice representatives and this was to
write letters and cards oﬀering positive
messages. As so many children could
relate to not being able to see elderly
ﬁgures in their lives and the news about
Aged Care, the children quickly got to
work. Their letters and cards were brought
into school and then delivered to the
Aged Care residents.
The feedback we received from the
residents was touching. The students
were delighted and another meeting
was scheduled. We came together again
to discuss other ways in which we could
support and thank essential workers
during this diﬃcult time.
One afternoon, the students
discussed over a Google Meet the many,
many ways we could say ‘thank you’
and support our essential and front-line
workers. The children felt passionate
about their ideas and agreed on making
ﬂowers to brighten up the windows
of essential workers; they decided that
each family should make a ﬂower with
a heartfelt, supportive message. The
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ﬂowers would be dropped into school
as they were made, for teachers to
laminate and deliver to appropriate
venues. A special ﬂower box was set
up at the front of the school, where the
ﬂowers were collected. They were then
laminated and distributed among the
various community sectors.
Our Year 6 Student Voice captains
promoted the idea through the Seesaw
platform, creating a video explaining to
families the activity and the purpose
behind it. Our Art teacher also delivered
a lesson to children on how to make
ﬂowers, supporting our student voice
idea.
The community feedback on the
idea was nothing but positive. Families
were thrilled and delighted to be a
part of such a touching, yet simple
opportunity to say thank you. Our
Student Voice team were extremely
proud of their eﬀorts.
This idea was driven by our
students. Given the current situation, we
feel that such an idea from a small group
of children has had such a powerful and
positive impact on the community. We
are proud and grateful to have such
a wonderful group of children and a
community that are so willing to show
their thanks, love and appreciation to
our front-line workers during this time.
Franca Nikolovski
Assistant Principal, Regency Park PS
franca.nikolovski@education.vic.gov.au

F

or the past few weeks, the Student
Voice Team (SVT) have met up
virtually to discuss ways to help the
community. We began by making cards
and letters to residents at Salford Park, in
Wantirna. Letters contained supportive
messages and beautiful drawings.
This week, the SVT made some
ﬂowers out of craft paper to send to
essential workers. The workers we
could choose from were chemist and
supermarket workers, nurses, doctors
and other frontline workers. We added
kind messages on the stem of the
ﬂowers; an example of a message was:
‘We are all in this together’. We held an
open art meeting to help the students
to make their ﬂowers out of paper
and junk mail, giving it a very eﬀective
collage look. The ﬂowers will be sent
out soon. We are very excited to give
them to our community and the very
deserving front-line workers!
Josh R, 6I

T

he Regency Park Primary School
Student Voice leaders held a
meeting last week. We wanted to come
up with ideas on how we could help our
community during this pandemic; we
tried to come up with ways that would
cheer people up during isolation.
So we brainstormed some ideas
and one of them was making ﬂowers
for our frontline workers. Everyone
supported this idea as it was something
we thought everyone could be involved
with and would show our support and
appreciation for these essential workers.
The Student Voice captains then posted
a video to the whole school explaining
the idea and what we were going to
be doing to help motivate our frontline
workers.
Another fantastic idea was to make
cards and put a kind message inside.
These cards and letters were sent to
Salford Park Retirement Village. We
hoped these cards would cheer up the
residents of the village to show our
support and community spirit.
Ethan H 6A
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Coburg Primary School, Vic

Primary students’ remote artwork
project goes live in Coburg

A

collaborative art project between Coburg
Primary School students and a local artist has
come to life in Coburg’s Russell Street despite COVID19 school closures stopping the original planned
workshops in their tracks.
Council oﬃcers, local artist Stephanie Hughes and
teachers were forced to think outside the box to bring the
grade ﬁve and six students from Coburg Primary School, in
Melbourne’s north, together to complete the project.
But with some creative thinking, students were coached
by Ms Hughes via online workshops, their drawings completed
at home, then scanned and submitted to Ms Hughes to arrange
the artwork.
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The artwork has now been installed on the new Exeloo
and adjacent power substation box in Russell Street, behind
Coburg Primary School and is a great example of what engaged
placemaking can achieve even during challenging times.
Moreland Mayor Cr Lambros Tapinos said the artwork
will strengthen connection and pride of place for local primary
students who walk past the space regularly.
“This new artwork is fantastic. I’m so happy that we
were able to bring Coburg Primary students and a local artist
together on this project.”
“I’m looking forward to enjoying it every time I walk down
Russell Street,” said Cr Tapinos.
The artwork has a sustainability theme and consists of
speech bubbles and a map, arranged
by Ms Hughes.
“I’m so happy to be part of this,”
she said.
“The kids have brought a great
amount of energy to the project
and I’m very proud of what we have
achieved together.”
This project is part of Council’s
$1.8 million upgrade along Russell
Street, including new paving,
pedestrian crossings, street furniture,
trees and landscaping and a public
toilet.
A video of the Russell St Coburg
Community Art Project is available
at: https://bit.ly/2GyVwzj
Jenny Hay
Strategic Communications Coordinator
Moreland City Council
jahay@moreland.vic.gov.au
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Our Lady of Fatima Primary School, Rosebud, Vic

Student-centred sustainability

A

s a Student Wellbeing Leader and the Sustainability Leader
in a primary school setting in Rosebud, I discovered the critical
importance of sustainability and how it is intrinsically linked to the
wellbeing of the whole child. Most importantly, the key to the success
of the school projects was driven by ensuring the students were the
deciders and initiators.
Over a two year period, the school
undertook a student-driven focus on
bringing sustainability to life through
relevant curriculum, hands-on projects
around the school and the Grade 5/6
original musical “School of (Sustain)
Ability”. The characters, storyline, songs
and props were created largely by the
students and facilitated by myself as the
Performing Arts teacher.
The broad objective was to lace the
notion of sustainability into the school
culture by way of student voice on
practical realities and by adopting the
method of agency through learning..
This in turn, partly by design and partly
by default, transpired into curriculum
content and assessment as the focus on
sustainability increased.
Performing Arts, Religion and Visual
Arts were the priority methods in which
to channel sustainability into the school
culture. From the outset, every classroom
had to go through student-organised
elections to elect two Sustainability
Leaders. Applications were sought from
prospective students who wished to lead
their class in the area of sustainability. Each
class election was done according to the
wishes of the students; some undertook
presentations to the class followed by a
secret ballot, some had written resumés
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for open scrutiny by peers, and some
applied directly to the teacher.
The successful candidates had an
appointment for one full semester so as
to rotate the responsibilities and increase
schoolwide engagement. The principal
presented each of the 14 leaders at an
assembly with a badge and outlined the
duties of the role, which were designed
by the students. These ranged from
monitoring the lights, air conditioners,
recycling bins, stray rubbish, weekly
chook pen cleanouts, daily egg check,
gardening, planting, collecting produce
from the vege patches etc.
In Performing Arts, students were
assessed on their input into an original
play, which was a tale of two schools.
One school was in a poor struggling
town that was happy and content

and practised sustainability, while the
other was a wealthy well-to-do school
which did not practise sustainability and
struggled with happiness. Much in the
vein of ‘Annie’ meets ‘Oliver’, the musical
entertained and informed the whole
school community, which reinforced the
student-driven focus on sustainability.
In Religion, students examined the
importance of each of us being stewards
of the environment and used relevant
examples within the school community.
In Visual Arts, students upcycled all their
projects from items that would have
otherwise been thrown in the bin to
increase their appreciation for recycling
and making use of excess waste.
A chook pen was established from
the prize money from a competition
the students entered, which was a
30 second video entry about healthy
eating. This received national recognition
and boosted the morale of the school
community in their sustainability venture.
A parent working day erected the chook
pen that was shipped in from Adelaide,
and four chooks took residence in their
new manor. This led to students running
a naming competition and a hilarious
video created by the students about the
school’s chook journey.
Each week two new leaders from
each class were designated to oversee the
chook pen and, as a reward, they split the
number of eggs into two cartons and took
them home. Sustainability successfully
became a key focus area in all school
processes, as all lights were transferred
to LED globes using less energy, nude
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food lunches were on the menu, water
and electricity usage was monitored, the
photocopier became dual-sided printing
and teachers and students alike had fun
identifying new ways they could learn
about sustainability together. It was not
like a ‘teacher versus student’ topic they
were forced to learn about; rather it was
a journey that everybody shared, within
a subject area they became acquainted
with across the board.
The chooks were also very
therapeutic for some of the children who
escalated or struggled to cope at times
and was also an avenue for those who
had suﬀered from trauma to be able to
spend some quiet time in their presence
– just being.
It became clear that, when children
are given opportunities to contribute to
the way they see life and seek to learn,
they increasingly engage into their new
world they now view as ‘relevant’.
Aidan McLindon
amclindon@cem.edu.au
The student leaders created a short
video to showcase some of the projects
they created and were assessed on:

https://bit.ly/3nlvWyM
International: Pupil Participation, UK

A need to rethink decision-making in schools

A

nyone putting any eﬀort into making some kind of change in a
school wants to make it stick. Heads are not interested in passing
fads. They want to embed practices that can become part of a strong,
sustainable school culture, supporting those aspects of the school that
are in already recognised as valuable, and providing a foundation for
future developments. So, an article that proposes a major rethink in the
way that decisions are made in schools needs to start with an outline
of why change is needed.
There is a great deal of unfulﬁlled
potential in our pupils that remains
dormant for a number of reasons:
•

Pupils lack the opportunities, and
sometimes the skills, to inﬂuence
what goes on in their classrooms
and schools;

•

Some pupils feel that they have very
little status in school; and

•

Many pupils feel that they are
working towards other people’s
goals rather than their own.
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All these things impact on
engagement and productivity.
Teachers
and
educational
psychologists have known for a long
time that pupils work harder and enjoy
their work more when they feel that
they have a say in what they’re learning
and in how they work. Alongside greater
productivity and engagement, children
behave better when they feel they are
part of the decision-making process. This
doesn’t just apply to children. There’s a
lot of evidence to show that motivation

and well-being in the workplace improve
when workers are given a say in how they
do their work.

What is collaborative decisionmaking?
Collaborative decision-making happens
when the people who are aﬀected by a
decision get to play a part in making it. In
a school context, these decisions can be
about curriculum, teaching and learning
approaches, classroom governance and
the physical resources and environment
of the school and classroom.
When teachers make decisions
with their pupils rather than for them,
some interesting things start to happen.
The ﬁrst thing teachers notice is that the
changes pupils want to make are very
often those that the teacher also wants
to make. However, when pupils feel that
they, not their teacher, are responsible for
these changes, they do everything they
can to make these changes work.
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New energy and
motivation is
released
Another thing that initially
surprises some teachers is
the amount of personal
time that pupils will spend
planning, preparing for
and carrying out learning
activities which they
have had some part in
designing.
One example of this
was described to me by
a teacher whose Biology
class had decided that they
were going to study the
heart. One pupil, whose
uncle was a butcher, took
photographs of animal
hearts, interviewed her
uncle about them and
oﬀered her research to the class. A couple
of pupils who had dogs, researched
whether dogs could have a heart attack.
This question had arisen in the class
discussion about what questions they
had about the working of the heart.
Pupils who knew somebody who had
had a heart attack, and a couple who had
had pacemakers, found out about heart
disease and shared it with the class. One
pupil spent the whole of his weekend
making an infographic about the healthy
heart, which became the centrepiece for a
display designed and installed by the class
during break times. This teacher found,
as others have, that the set curriculum
content was covered in less time than in
earlier teacher-led modules.

Hidden skills and knowledge
are revealed
When pupils are involved in making
decisions about what they want to learn
as a class and how they might learn it,
they tend to set tasks at an optimal level
of challenge – something every teacher
aspires to! This is because pupils want to
use the skills and knowledge they have to
the full, and feel less shame in struggling
with a task they have set themselves than
one set for them. Pupils will suggest and
agree to challenges for the group that
frequently surprise their teachers. Once
pupils see that their ideas are valued,
and that they can make an input into
decisions that aﬀect them, they want
to oﬀer more of themselves into their
learning communities, not less.
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So, where to start?
Whilst it is preferable for decisionmaking to be taken on part of the
whole school culture, every teacher can
ﬁnd even small ways to start sharing
decision-making with their pupils.
•
Pause during a lesson, and invite
pupils to tell you what you could
do or change right now that would
make the lesson better for them.
•
Start to make a list of those decisions
you make on behalf of your pupils
and discuss which decisions they
would like to be more involved
with making.
•
Ask your pupils which aspects
of the classroom or lessons they
would like more of a say in.
•
Begin to negotiate aspects of the
curriculum with your pupils, Share
an outline of the curriculum plan/
exam syllabus, ﬁnd out what they
already know, and what they are
interested in learning about.
•
Ask pupils which community issues
they feel need tackling in the school
or classroom (maybe they are
bothered by playground conﬂict,
muddy stairways, or attendance)
and invite them to form a social
action group to tackle the issues.

A whole-school approach
Time and again, individual teachers who
are using collaborative decision-making
with their pupils ﬁnd themselves at
odds with the school culture. For this

approach to work, senior leaders need
to ﬁrst give a voice to teachers, teaching
assistants and other staﬀ members. Heads
and managers can follow a similar route
to that suggested above for teachers.
Start by asking staﬀ what they would
like more of a say in, and go from there.
Check which decisions impacting on
staﬀ have been made collaboratively.
One headteacher had a post-it above
her computer to remind her to involve
those most aﬀected in decisions she was
faced with. The note contained two short
words: ‘Who else?’
So, the next time you are asked to
decide on curriculum, resources, activities,
budget, time-allocation or responses to
behaviour, why not ask, ‘Who else?’
Dr Geraldine Rowe
geraldine@pupilparticipation.co.uk
This article was ﬁrst published
online in the UK by True Education
Partnerships (https://bit.ly/30hfK7F) at
https://bit.ly/2GaAwyx and is reprinted
here with permission.
Dr Geraldine Rowe is an Educational
Psychologist with over 30 years’
experience working with teachers, pupils
and parents in over 100 mainstream
primaries, secondary and special schools,
nurseries and Further Education colleges.
Geraldine’s book on whole-school
collaborative decision-making It’s Our
School, It’s Our Time contains over 25
stories of collaborative decision-making
and is to be published in November
2020.
Connect 245:

Education NSW

A hub to hear what students have to say

I

n August, Education NSW launched an initiative to capture the
Drawing on that expertise longopinions, creativity and ideas of its students: the Student Voices Hub. term, the Student Voices Hub program

The online site is a logical progression given the department’s Strategic
Plan requires that “children and young
people are at the centre of all our decisionmaking”. Inherent in that commitment
is a need to empower students to have
ownership over their education by
valuing their ‘voice’. While Education
NSW has been actively promoting the
notion of student voice and agency –
including by funding research to gauge
its beneﬁts – until now there has been
no dedicated platform that showcases
student opinions or reﬂects the news
that aﬀects students.
In developing the site, we
undertook an extensive literature
review and connected nationally
and internationally with like-minded
programs to determine best practice.
While the research shows the
importance of students leading any
‘voice’ initiative, in talking to groups
such as the VicSRC, it became clear that
the demands of school, study and life
made this an unsustainable approach
in relation to managing an ongoing
publication.
Further there was an inherent
danger in relying on a true student-

led approach that a niche voice
within the school community would
dominate. It was our belief that a true
representation of student voice would
only be achieved through proactive
commissioning of content across the
broad spectrum of the student body.
For that reason Education NSW has
taken on the role of ‘editor/publisher’ to
provide the expertise required in web
development and the opportunity for
innovation in sharing the opinions and
views of students who are non-verbal
or have communication challenges.

Student Advisory Committee
To ensure however that the site stays
true to its charter, the content and
design is informed by input from
an eight-person student advisory
committee. Already that committee is
having an impact on the design of the
page and the types of content we are
commissioning.
The side beneﬁt of having an
editorial team manage the site is that
students are being given feedback and
mentoring on their works by former
journalists, providing a real-world
publishing experience.

will also include a network of student
journalist teams that will report on issues
of currency in their communities and a
social media platform that will help drive
engagement with the site.

Minister’s Student Council
Recognition of the need to give our
students input into their educational
journey has been further embedded
in NSW by the creation of a Minister’s
Student Council to be the peak forum
for interaction between public school
students, the department and the NSW
Government.
Work is already underway in
selecting the students who will ‘design’
the council and its governance structures,
with the council proper due to launch in
Term 1, 2021.
With its student-led polls (see next
page for a report of the ﬁrst of these,
taken from the Hub), slam poetry videos,
news articles on student achievement
and activism, and opinion pieces on
leading through COVID-19, the 250th
anniversary of the Endeavour landing
and Sorry Day, the Student Voices Hub
has already had a lot to say.

https://education.nsw.gov.au/student-wellbeing/student-voices
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There are still challenges to overcome – including the clash of cultures
between a student-centric approach and department policy – but we are
committed to working through them and ensuring the Student Voices
Hub continues to innovate, engage and truly reﬂect student voice.
Have a look for yourself and let us know what you think:

Contact:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/student-wellbeing/student-voices

Dani Cooper
Editor, Student Voices
Dani.Cooper1@det.nsw.edu.au
Dani Cooper is a journalist with more
than 30 years’ experience in mainstream
Australian and UK media.

Students fail to see the impact of their voice

T

A year 11 student said while
he ﬁrst Student Voices poll suggests it’s time to rethink the
their
school was encouraging
make-up of student leadership groups.

Kingscliﬀ High School SRC
(above) provided the question for
the inaugural student voices poll on
the NSW Department of Education
Student Voices website. Fittingly it
asked about the role of student voice
in schools.
Two-thirds of students surveyed
feel their views are not acted upon
within their school, according to the
poll.
The poll respondents were
answering the question: In your
school can you see your voice in
action?
Of the 150 responses, only 49
agreed with the question, while 99
students felt their schools did not
seriously take student voice into
account.
In the poll responses, students
consistently
raised
concerns
around the make-up of student
representative councils.
The survey results suggested
the make-up of school SRCs needed
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to be more than “just one big popularity
test” and broadened to reﬂect that
more diversity of views was heard.
As one respondent noted: “Student
voice is not about one group of people
being heard”, while another student
suggested school leaders should aim
for “whole-school input on issues”.
“Many hands build a house ... I
believe it should be many hands and
many voices make our school,” one
respondent wrote.
Many students felt stronger input
from students would improve their
school experience, with respondents
pointing to positive examples where
students had given input into new
uniform design and improvement to
school infrastructure and furniture.
“The SRC needs the power to ...
enact signiﬁcant changes in schools to
ensure the rights and best interests of
students is always put ﬁrst. Currently
the SRC is essentially a student-run front
for staﬀ decisions ... and that needs to
change,” wrote a Year 12 student.

student voice it needed to “steer
away from convenient student voice
to building an environment where
the school depends on student input
just as much as teachers”.
Those poll respondents who
could see the impact of student voice
in their schools highlighted a sense
of ownership over their learning and
school environment and gave credit
to the SRC for being proactive.
“In our school I have seen a lot
of new things pop up from the SRC
and the SRC are always looking for
new ways to input our voice into the
school,” a Year 10 student observed,
while a Year 12 student who was
part of their school’s prefect body
highlighted the school’s quick action
on student advice.
Some poll respondents used
the survey as an opportunity
for suggestions with a number
requesting cheaper canteens and
more input into school uniform
design.
from Student Voices website
Connect 245:

Department of Education and Training, Vic

The Victorian Young Leaders’ Program ...
in a COVID-19 world

I

n multicultural Victoria, intercultural capability, languages education,
and civics and citizenship education are included in the Victorian
Curriculum F-10 as a means of developing students’ understanding and
appreciation of cultural diversity and fostering social cohesion in local
as well as global contexts. For students in Year 9 in government and
non-government schools, the Victorian Young Leaders (VYL) Program
is a practical application of these curriculum aspirations which also
provides opportunities to enhance student leadership and voice.
Unfortunately, the 2020 VYL
programs have all been postponed due
to COVID-19 until it is safe once again
to travel. However, the lessons that VYL
teach students have never been more
important in our society.
Since VYL China was ﬁrst run in 2014,
nearly 2000 students have participated
in the VYL programs. These overseas
immersion experiences are funded
by the Department of Education and
Training to develop student leadership
skills, intercultural capability and global
citizenship.
Schools apply to be involved in
the VYL programs. If successful, they
then nominate the students and
accompanying teachers in their school
who will attend. The programs use a cocontribution model, where parents fund
some of the travel expenses and the
Department subsidises the remainder.
In addition, the Department fully funds
students on a healthcare or pension card
for up to 35% of participants.
The VYL China includes a predeparture camp, a ﬁve- to six-week
immersion experience in Chinese schools
and universities in Beijing, Shanghai,
Nanjing, Chengdu or Guangdong and post
program activities in their own schools.
The VYL program has since
expanded. 2019 saw VYL India, a threeweek STEM focused program, and VYL
Indonesia, a six-week language-intensive
course, piloting with a combined total
of 79 students participating. It is hoped
these programs will continue to grow in
the future.
After completing the overseas
component of the program, VYL alumni
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are asked to share what they have
learnt and apply their new skills in their
personal lives and wider communities.
Yianni Syrbopoulos, an alumnus
of VYL China 2019, recalls the program
as “an amazing experience and an
unforgettable journey.” The program
allowed Yianni to “explore the language
and culture” of China alongside friends
who “supported each other emotionally
and mentally” during their six weeks
away.
The VYL China and VYL Indonesia
programs both focus on language
development, aiming to increase
students’ proﬁciency in the language
they study at school. Yianni notes
his Chinese “improved immensely”
throughout the duration of program,
which allowed him to “communicate
with the local students and teachers”
conﬁdently.
Aside from language skills, the
program also promotes the development

of practical and personal skills. Students
are encouraged to step outside
their comfort zone and to challenge
themselves. Yianni embodied these
target outcomes through challenging
himself to deliver a welcome speech in
Beijing and run the Shanghai closing
ceremony, which allowed his “conﬁdence
and independence” to “skyrocket.”
According to 2016 data, 33% more
students (for a total of 85%) identiﬁed
themselves as ‘good’ or ‘strong’ leaders by
the conclusion of the program. Perhaps
more notably, students who ‘did not
think of themselves as leaders’ decreased
from 12% to 0%, demonstrating the
personal development that students go
through. Surveys of VYL China alumni
have demonstrated that it also improves
student engagement in schooling
and intercultural capabilities. Yianni
concluded his “motivation for school
and [his] education is the best it has ever
been” after returning from China. The
study program allowed him to return
“focused, matured” and “ready to face
any challenge with great conﬁdence and
a sense of adventure.”
Students additionally have the
chance to learn about and appreciate
the diﬀerences between schools and
education in their host country and
Australia. While in China, Yianni observed
many diﬀerences between his school
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and his host schools, from the sizes of his
classes to the discipline of students. Upon
returning to Victoria, students can take
their learnings and incorporate them into
their own schools and lives. This presents
a chance for intercultural learning and
incorporating global understanding into
education.
One key point Yianni noticed was
the active role that his classmates in
China took in their learning, through their
work ethic, focus on maintaining high
results, and the respect they showed
for their teachers, both through their
learning and in school routines such as
assisting in cleaning parts of the school.
These diﬀerences provide insight to the
diversity of the role of student voice and
agency across diﬀerent countries and the
chance to learn from other systems.
In Yianni’s words: “Both systems
can learn from one another and share
the positive traits: discipline, focussing
on achieving the best results possible,
the diversity, inclusiveness and freedom
of thought, respectfulness and giving
back to the community that provides
your learning, knowledge and develops
your values and ethics. Education is not
just about learning, but growing, and
a roadmap for students to develop into
world-rounded individuals.”
The impacts of the VYL programs
also extend further, into both local and
school communities. This can be seen
through the students who share their
experiences with their peers upon their
return to Australia, encouraging others
to expand their knowledge of both
the Chinese language, as well as more
broadly embrace other people and their
culture. Furthermore, the program allows
alumni to connect communities, forging
relationships between Australia and their
host country.
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After the completion of the
program, students are equipped with
a better understanding of their host
country and its relationship to Australia,
which extends through multiple areas
including culture, politics and language.
Yianni remarked that this has allowed
him to understand how we can “learn
and grow together” as we seek to create
a more internationally minded world.
In a time when it can sometimes
feel like we are more divided than ever,
global perspectives and citizenship are
taking centre-stage as the competencies
we will need to bring a recovery on an
international level.
Since the initial outbreak, it has
been heart-warming to see messages of
solidarity and encouragement between
the alumni of the VYL programs. In a
letter from one of the Chinese schools
that participated in VYL 2019, the
students recalled “the unforgettable
times” they shared together and spoke
of their excitement to meet again once
“this challenge is defeated.” Alumni
of the VYL program have sent similar
messages of positivity, well wishes and
good luck to their former classmates.

Throughout all the communications,
there is a common theme of looking to the
future when the students hope to meet
again. These international connections
bring with them global understanding
and interconnectedness, networks that
are vital to building open minds and an
international perspective in this diﬃcult
time. The ability to maintain empathy for
the situations in other countries and the
willingness to be open to international
support and connections will allow us to
rebuild as we begin to recover.
In an increasingly globalised and
connected world, it is vital students
develop skills across a range of areas
including intercultural capabilities and
communication. The VYL Programs
provide pathways to facilitate this,
producing well-rounded alumni who
return with a wealth of knowledge that
they share in their communities. VYL is
helping students across Victoria to access
these opportunities, develop their abilities
and become the leaders of tomorrow.
Hannah Fitzgerald
Trainee Administrative Oﬃcer, DET
Yianni Syrbopoulos
Northcote High School

Connect 245:

Asia Education Foundation, Vic

Global Youth Advocacy Forums

F

our one-day online Global Youth Advocacy Forums (GYAFs) for
Year 9 students in Victoria will be held in October and November.

These Forums have been designed
and will be delivered by Asia Education
Foundation (AEF), in partnership with
High Resolves and in collaboration with
the Victorian Department of Education
and Training. They will promote student
voice and have the potential to connect
Victorian students with their peers locally
and internationally and to facilitate
conversations about education in the
current global context.

Context
More and more schools and teachers
are interested in their students ‘thriving’
and ‘ﬂourishing’. But what these words
actually mean are quite unclear. There are
in fact many unanswered questions: What
does it mean to do ‘well’ and ‘succeed’
at school? Can everyone ‘thrive’ and
‘ﬂourish’ equally? Who decides what sort
of students are ‘good’ and should be seen
as ‘leaders’? Should we all be learning the
same thing (if so, what?) and aspire for
the same thing? Whose voices tend to be
heard and more than others, and why?
COVID-19 has signiﬁcantly disrupted
schooling in 2020. Education in Australia
and elsewhere in the world will no doubt
be diﬀerent in the future. However,
students are often left out of critical
discussions about issues aﬀecting them.
The forums provide an opportunity
for school teams to join with other
students in Victoria and in the Asia-Paciﬁc,
listen to each other, form new connections
and start developing actions.
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Questions and provocations should
be student-led, but below are some of
the discussion topics that teams may
consider at the outset:

Topics
The topics for the Forums are:
Lifelong learning: (October 27)
• What exactly does this mean?
• Who does it beneﬁt? Who should it
beneﬁt?
• What is the responsibility of the
individual (you), schools and states?
Wellbeing: (October 28)
• What exactly does this mean?
• Who is all the talk about ‘wellbeing’
beneﬁting? Who should it beneﬁt?
• Is ‘being well’ an individual
responsibility?
Equality and equity: (November 5)
• How equal and/or equitable are our
education systems?
• Why do some schools consistently
perform better than others?
• Why is inequality bad in the ﬁrst
place?
‘Globalising’ our schools? (November 6)
• Where is ‘global’? Here? Out there?
Everywhere?
• Who does the dominant concept
of ‘globalisation’ privilege and
marginalise?
• How and in what ways should our
schools be ‘globalised’?

The Forums are open to all Year 9
students in Victoria. Each forum can host up
to twelve teams of up to six students, who
will create and share stories from Victoria
and the Asia Paciﬁc that demonstrate the
diversity of identities, experiences and
challenges, and produce high quality
material for classroom discussions and
teacher PDs. They will come up with new
questions and challenges concerning
education in today’s world, identify and
connect with like-minded teams from
other schools to work on shared goals,
and learn about and be connected to
organisations such as the Melbourne
Graduate School of Education, the VicSRC,
and Global Journalism Exchange.
In preparation for the forums,
students in school teams will interview
and collect stories (vignettes) from people
in their local communities and their peers
in schools in the Asia Paciﬁc region.
These schools can include existing sister
schools, Victorian Young Leaders (VYL)
partner schools and schools within AEF’s
network.
Information about the Forums only
became available after publication of the
last issue of Connect and, unfortunately,
the deadline for registration passed
before this issue. However, schools are
welcome to contact the organisers of the
GYAFs about possible future initiatives.

Contact:
Satoshi Sanada
Manager, Education Design,
Asia Education Foundation
s.sanada@asialink.unimelb.edu.au
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International: Portland Education, UK

Link OnLine Learners
T

he year 2020; COVID-19 changed life in an instant. In March
we were optimistic it would be for a short time. As the
months go on, our hope is for a lasting positive impact on how
we choose to live our lives.
Country by country, schools closed
down. For young people across the
globe, school has turned into an online
experience from home overnight – at
least for those learners who are fortunate
enough to have online access.
Children and young people across
the world have never had more in
common than they do now.
How does it feel to be a young
person and a learner in this situation?

Who we are
Link Online Learners was founded by a
collaboration of educators, innovators,
ambassadors and youth ambassadors all
connected to HundrED (HundrED.org).
As we grow, other globally-minded
people who share our hopes for today and
tomorrow, have joined the movement.

What we do
We run global, youth-led online
intercultural exchanges. These range from
fun games and conversations as entry
points, to member-generated extended
collaborations that foster meaningful
understanding as well as deep empathy
and unique insight from designing ﬁrsthand experiences together.
These are the kinds of quality
interactions that only usually happen
in once-in-a-lifetime school foreign

exchange trips. We are making them
happen four times a week, to create
really powerful bonds and genuine
friendships between young people from
truly diverse countries and lifestyles.

Why we do it
Our mission is to ensure that the next
generation are ﬂuid and very comfortable in interacting, collaborating and
developing authentic friendships across
cultures, world views and geographical
boundaries. We believe that empathic
listening and active engagement with
people from places you may never go to,
will help build a world that appreciates
our shared humanity.
Ultimately, our vision is that we
send LOL members out into the world
each week, more and more able to
understand and to use their collective
and diverse human ingenuity to deal
with the most pressing challenges of
our time.

Link OnLine Learners Values

Empathy
To really understand other cultures,
we learn from the heart. Not just
compassionate but actively seeing
and seeking the best for others. We are
empathetic in our listening, speaking and
doing.

Courage
From the introverts to the extroverts,
everyone has a place at LOL. The act of
courage to show up and be present, no
matter the time of the day. To speak up, to
perform, to take action is the LOL way.

Connection
We are all in this together. We are driven
by our desire to get and stay connected,
no matter what the world throws at
us. Connected across borders, cultures,
religions, perspectives, and ways of life.

Contact
We have contacts, including youth
founding members, in many countries
around the world: UK, Malawi, Vietnam,
Nigeria, USA, Canada, Australia, Denmark,
Cambodia, Czech Republic, North
Macedonia, Italy, New Zealand and
Belgium.
Alex Bell

Curiosity
Everyone at the LOL table is interested
in what others have to say, what they
do and their perspective. From all
walks of life, we are interested in the
cultural similarities and diﬀerences in an
internationally-mindful way.

Founder: Portland Education
Co-founder: Xtalks
top 100 innovator: HundrED
Find links to all projects at:
https://linktr.ee/AlexBell

alex@portlandeducation.co.uk

www.LinkOnlineLearners.org
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Connect 245:

Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience, Vic

Our World Our Say:

young Australians set the agenda for
education on natural hazards and disasters

F

rom February to April, 2020, approximately 1500 young people,
aged from 10 to 24 years, completed the Our World Our Say
survey (https://bit.ly/3cC6MHi), canvassing youth perspectives
and experiences related to climate change and natural hazards in
Australia.
In June, a youth advisory panel
analysed the survey data and supported
the development of the report. From 80
applicants, panel members were selected
from rural and urban locations across the
country, diﬀerent age groups, genders,
cultural backgrounds and abilities.

Key messages and calls to action
The survey data indicate signiﬁcant
concern about the far-reaching impacts
of climate change on the living world,
and speciﬁc concerns about climaterelated disaster risk.
•
78% of respondents reported being
‘concerned’ or ‘very concerned’ about
climate change.
•

•

83% of respondents recognised a
connection between climate change
and natural hazards.
73% of respondents reported being
‘concerned’ or ‘very concerned’ about
experiencing a disaster.

•

88% of respondents indicated
that they should be learning more
about natural hazards and how to
reduce the risk of disaster.
Young people identiﬁed transitioning away from fossil fuels, listening
to scientists, and improving the
management of land and water, as their
top three priority areas for action by the
government to address climate change.
To reduce the risk of disaster, young
Australians
identiﬁed
accessibility
of evacuation centres, continuity of
essential services and community
education as priority areas for
government action.

Natural hazard education and
disaster resilience
The survey posed several questions
about respondents’ lived experience
of natural hazards and what they had
learnt at school on this subject. See
details in Figure 1 below.

These questions revealed a contrast
between the hazards that school students
are most likely to have experienced,
and the hazards they explore through
classroom learning. Young people
were most likely to have learned about
earthquakes (76%) although far fewer had
experienced an earthquake themselves
(8%). In contrast, they were most likely
to have experienced extreme heat (63%),
but less likely (42%) to have learned about
it in school.

Youth voice: providing a platform
With this report, we aim to
amplify the voices of young
Australians and invite decisionmakers to engage with us
in developing solutions for
a resilient and sustainable
nation.
Foreword: Our World Our Say:
National Survey of children and young
people on climate change and disaster risk

Since the report was published in August,
youth panel members have taken
advantage of a number of opportunities
to share the ﬁndings of the report as
well as their own unique stories and
perspectives on climate change and
natural hazards.

Figure 1. Perspectives on natural hazard education from the Our World Our Say survey report
October 2020
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Figure 2. Natalie Dajkovich and Ashley Wild present the report at ADRC20 Knowledge Week
Youth panelist Tara Tolhurst, a 20-year-old student from
Newcastle, shared her experiences of bushﬁre, ﬂood and
drought in an article (https://bit.ly/3311nX9) in the Sydney
Morning Herald, marking the release of the report. In the
article, Tara talks about the mental health impacts of living
through disasters and the lack of classroom learning about
climate-related disasters in the Australian context.
Natalie Dajkovich and Ashley Wild, university students
from Canberra and Melbourne respectively, led a session at
AIDR’s ADRC20 Knowledge Week, presenting the survey report
to around 170 participants. The recording of this session
(https://bit.ly/3kKXUlf) continues to attract attention on AIDR’s
YouTube playlist. See Figure 2 above.
After Natalie and Ashley’s powerful online presentation,
the Hon. David Littleproud, Minister for Agriculture, Drought
and Emergency Management, agreed to take part in an
evening webinar. The survey ﬁndings were introduced to
a new audience and provide an opportunity for dialogue
between the Minister and youth panel members. Alexander
Matters, Grace Lewis, Halima Bhatti, Maddison Canteri, Piper
Blake and Riley Curtain joined Ashley for this webinar. The
webinar was a great show of determination from the youth
panel members who made themselves available, planned their
contributions and liaised with facilitators from AIDR and World
Vision at two days’ notice.
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We want to be ready for when disasters strike.
Through greater preparedness we want to reduce
the intensity and frequency of disasters through
climate action. We know that on our current
trajectory disasters will come thicker and faster.
We want to know how to plan, prepare and protect
ourselves and our communities in an increasingly
unsafe world.
Foreword: Our World Our Say:
National Survey of children and young people
on climate change and disaster risk

The Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience (AIDR) and
World Vision Australia led the design and implementation
of the OurWorldOurSay survey and report, supported by
partnering organisations, UNICEF, Oaktree, Save the Children,
Plan International Australia and the Australian Red Cross.
You can read the full report (https://bit.ly/3cC6MHi) and
individual messages to leaders in government from survey
participants (https://bit.ly/3ctQz6Q) at the AIDR website:
www.schools.aidr.org.au
Brigid Little
Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience
brigid.little@aidr.org.au
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International: TtF, UK

Teach the Future, UK

T

each the Future (https://www.teachthefuture.uk/) is a UK-wide 2.
youth-led campaign aiming to urgently repurpose the school
curriculum and the entire education system around the climate
emergency and associated ecological crises. It argues that the majority
3.
of teaching and learning throughout the UK systems, and many others
world-wide, is misaligned with the systemic changes that are urgently
required to make the planet and our human societies sustainable.
It began in England, but now has a
parallel organisation in Scotland: Teach
the Future (Scotland). In England
the campaign is run jointly by UKSCN
(UK Schools Climate Network: mainly,
though not entirely, secondary school
students) and SOS (Students Organising
for Sustainability: tertiary/university
students from the National Union of
Students). The Scottish campaign is a
joint eﬀort between SYCS (Scottish Youth
Climate Strike: mainly secondary school
students) and NUS-S (National Union of
Students – Scotland: tertiary/university
students.) At the time of writing, separate
Teach the Future campaigns are also
being created in the other two devolved
nations of the UK, Wales and Northern
Ireland.
These campaigns have evolved
from the widespread school student
support for the strikes inspired by Greta
Thunberg and the “Fridays for the Future”
movement. A small group of secondary
student volunteers created UKSCN in
December 2018 and the ﬁrst national
school student strikes occurred in
February of the following year, growing
rapidly in numbers to many thousands by
the close of 2019.
The demand for curriculum change
was one of a number of ‘asks’ of UKSCN
and has become the central focus of the
Teach the Future campaign.

October 2020

The campaign was unveiled on 12
October 2019 at the Climate Emergency
Conference of the National Education
Union, the largest UK teacher’s union,
where its petition gathered over
seven thousand signatures. The union
magazine EDUCATE now regularly
carries comments by both teachers
and students to the eﬀect that many
teachers feel ill-equipped to deal with
climate change in a holistic fashion
and that the national curriculum needs
substantial revision. Some teachers feel
that their students sometimes have
a more comprehensive grasp of the
issues than they do!
In the lead up to the UK general
election of December 2019, Teach the
Future launched a campaign to improve
the climate crisis education policy in the
political party manifestos. As a result,
the Labour Party included a curriculum
review and the Green Party of England
and Wales speciﬁcally mentioning TtF’s
English Climate Emergency Education
Act in its manifesto.

Asks
Teach the Future in England calls for
three main asks from the government:
1. A
government-commissioned
review into how the English formal
education system is preparing
students for the climate emergency
and ecological crisis.

The inclusion of the climate
emergency and ecological crisis
in English teaching standards and
training.
The enactment of an English
Climate Emergency Education Bill
(the ﬁrst student written bill in UK
and possibly world history) and a
Scottish Climate and Biodiversity
Emergency
Education
Act.
These would incorporate:
a.

The establishment of a national
climate emergency youth voice
grant

b.

The establishment of a national
Youth Climate Endowment Fund

c.

For
all
new
state-funded
educational buildings to be
built carbon net-zero from 2020
onwards and for all existing statefunded educational buildings to
be converted to a carbon net-zero
grid by 2030

d.

For there to be an increased
priority for sustainability in school
inspections.

In accordance with the third
demand, the student volunteers
and
a
professional
legislative
draftsperson
drafted
the
ﬁrst
ever student written education
Private Members Bill in UK history
(https://bit.ly/33F4bIt). It has been
supported by many parliamentarians
of all parties from both Houses. The
youngest member of the UK Parliament,
Nadia Whittome (Labour, elected at the
age of 23 in 2019) supported the students
in hosting a parliamentary reception to
unveil this draft legislation which she
then presented to the Government as
the students’ Parliamentary Sponsor.
The reception was held in the Houses
of Parliament’s Terrace Pavilion on 26th
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February 2020 and had an attendance of
over 200 politicians, educators, student
campaigners, union representatives and
supporters. Following the reception,
three student campaigners (Charlie
Sweetman, Karis McIntyre and Joe
Brindle) met with Trudy Harrison,
prime minister Boris Johnson’s Private
Parliamentary Secretary, to discuss how
the Teach the Future asks could be
incorporated into governmental policy.

Organisation
Teach the Future currently has over 50
volunteers running the non-hierarchical
organisation, who are spread across
the nations of England and Scotland. In
addition the campaign employs ﬁve parttime student campaign coordinators, one
seconded campaign manager from SOSUK, and two other SOS-UK staﬀ members
on part-time contracts. This structure was
in place and began operations in May
2020.
The Teach the Future campaign
aims to form an international network of
climate education campaigns and it has
established communication with many
youth climate action groups, facilitated by
a staﬀ member with the speciﬁc mandate
of international outreach and support.

The Teach the Future campaign
is supported and endorsed by wide
ranging and numerous national
organisations from the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors to the Green Party,
the Royal Institute of British Architects
to the National Education Union, and
many others focusing on areas such as
youth representation, conservation and
education system reform including the
British Youth Council and the National
Youth Agency.

Teach the Future Scotland
Teach the Future Scotland is making
especially good political progress at
present and has recently made the
following statement:
Contact with politicians in the
Scottish Parliament is massively
beneﬁcial, with the sharing of ideas
helping to guide our campaign
forward and gain direct support
from parties and people across
Scotland. As John Swinney is the
Deputy First Minister, he has a lot of
inﬂuence regarding policy - especially
concerning education.
On the afternoon of Thursday
3rd, six of our climate education
advocates went to this call with not

only John Swinney, but also Liam
Cahill (responsible for Learning for
Sustainability policy) where they
discussed the aims of the Teach the
Future campaign, its progress thus far,
as well as how we think the devolved
government can best support systemic
reform - with the much needed societal
shift in accordance with climate justice.
After explaining our campaign and
what we call upon the government to
do in the coming years, John Swinney
agreed to continue discussions with
us and look into our asks, including
a government commissioned review
into how the whole of the Scottish
Formal Education system works and
how our asks could ﬁt in the SNPs party
manifesto. We are very happy with the
progress of this call and I hope that
John Swinney sticks to his word and
continues to work with us to integrate
our asks into the Scottish government
and education system.
Anna Brown, 18
Teach the Future
Climate Education Advocate

Derry Hannam
Connect’s UK Correspondent
derry.hannam245@gmail.com

SoundOut is a US-based organisation focused solely on: Student Voice, Meaningful Student
Involvement, and Student Engagement. They have just refashioned their website, oﬀering resources
at: https://soundout.org/
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www.vicsrc.org.au

T

A special shout out to the
his has been an interesting year ... to say the least (thanks COVIDCongress
Working Group: we
19)! We’re delighted to have been able to bring together students
from across the state, even in these diﬃcult times, at VicSRC Congress couldn’t have done it without all your
eﬀorts and drive!
2020, to advocate for a better education system for all students.
Congress wrapped up on
Friday October 2. What an incredible
week it was. We worked hard, made
some fantastic new friends, and
had a truly excellent time!
Huge congratulations to all the
delegates for all of the hard work
over the four days. The passion
and drive, support, good humour,
positivity and enthusiasm shown
by everyone at Congress (even
though we were all joining in from
our homes and bedrooms!) has
been absolutely amazing.
All of the Action Plan
presentations were incredible, and
we can’t wait to see all of the fantastic
work that comes out of them.
We’d like to give a huge thanks
to everyone who helped make
the ﬁrst ever virtual Congress so
wonderful:
October 2020

•

•

•
•

•
•

to Education Minister James
Merlino for the lovely speech
welcoming us to the start of
Congress (you can watch this at:
https://bit.ly/30HSu2S);
to our remarkable Education
Perspectives panelists: Issy, Talia,
Lochie and panel moderator
Tafara (you can also watch this at:
https://bit.ly/3nshNQa);
to the Australian Education Union
Victoria for supporting the panel;
to the unbelievably talented
musical duo The Winter Flares for
their performance (go watch it on
our Facebook page if you haven’t
already: https://bit.ly/36CM5tB);
to Sarah the Firth Creative Services
(graphic next page); and
to all the volunteers, facilitators
and VicSRC staﬀ who made this
event possible.

The full report of Congress 2020
will be available at the end of October
and more in-depth information about
the event will be in the next issue of
Connect.

Twilight session
Join us on Wednesday, 14th
October for the VicSRC Congress
Twilight Session, hosted by and
featuring a Q&A session with the
#VicSRC
2020-2021
Student
Executive Advisory Committee;
plus you’ll get to experience the
pre-recorded Action Forum fun.
Register at:

https://bit.ly/3npbVav
We hope to see you all again
next year (hopefully in person). In
the meantime, we’ll be here all year,
working hard on our education
priorities and as always, empowering
#StudentVoice.
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The votes are in!!
Delegates presented their Action Plans at the Action
Forum on the ﬁnal Congress afternoon. This was hosted
by Congress Coordinator Bri (the VicSRC Twitter feed
has the live tweets thread). Representatives from the ten
Action Teams ﬁelded questions from fellow delegates,
and watched as Sarah the Firth Creative Services drew
what they were saying (above).

All delegates then voted for the issues they thought
should be the top priority!
Here’s the order of priority for the top 10 biggest
issues in our education, as voted by students:
1. (Tied) Mental Health Education &
Real World Skills
2. (Tied) Igniting Indigenous Inclusion &
Fair Go VCE
3.
Engagement, Enjoyment, Endeavour
4. (Tied) Students With A Voice &
Educate Then Express: Trans and
Non-binary Inclusion
5.
The Sustainables: Sustainability in Schools
6. (Tied) Aca-much (Too Much Focus on Academics) &
Inadequate Sex Education

What do you think? Which of these issues are
your top priority?
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REGISTER: https://events.humanitix.com/vicsrc-congress-twilight
October 2020
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Creating comfortable
spaces at school

P

rioritising a comfortable
environment for the return
to face-to-face learning in Term 4
is crucial to support students to
increase their focus and motivation
for the end of the year.
There are several recommendations
students have made around the return
to face-to-face learning, some that can
be enacted immediately and some that
require more planning:

Immediately
•

•

Y

ou might remember that one of the recommendations from our
‘Learning from remote learning’ report (https://bit.ly/2FVU1Lx) •
was that all teachers should undertake professional development in
student voice, agency and leadership.
We’re still working on the
mandatory part, but the following
topics will be added to the learning
areas that appear on the VIT
website when teachers complete
their annual registration:

• Building relationships;
• Student voice;
• Student wellbeing; and
• Positive classrooms climate.
This is a great ﬁrst step to embedding a
culture of #studentvoice in all Victorian schools!

•

•

Schools to allow adjustments to
uniform/dress code to allow students
to be warm and/or cool
Students are enabled to eat and
drink when they choose, providing
there are no distractions to others or
damage/mess in classrooms
Students are enabled to go to the
bathroom, take brain breaks, get
fresh air when needed, providing
there are no distractions to others
and that supervision is considered
Schools shorten lesson times or
adjust the timetable to provide
breaks between classes to refocus
and relax
Students are treated with the same
level of respect as adults at school
and will be respectful in return

Short to long term
•

•

•

Teach the Teacher: FREE

H

ow are you empowering #studentvoice and school pride while
•
remote learning?

One of the best ways you can do it
is with a FREE #TeachtheTeacher course!
Sign up at the Teach the Teacher website:
http://teachtheteacher.org.au/ or register
your interest at hello@teachtheteacher.org.au
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It’s more important now than
ever to hear from, learn from and
work with your students to make
sure all student voices are valued
in education!

Reform of school uniforms/dress
codes to be warm, aﬀordable, and
comfortable; students are part of
the decision-making/review process
All schools should have energy
eﬃcient appropriate heating and
cooling options inside and outside
the classroom
Anti-bullying, Aboriginal Cultural
Awareness, Anti-discrimination, and
Anti–ableism training is a mandatory
part of the annual training calendar
for students, parents/carers, teachers,
school staﬀ and school leadership
Schools should update furniture to
be more ergonomic and comfortable
and do this in consultation with
students
Compiled by Emily and Michael
VicSRC Student Executive Advisory
Committee 2019-2020
Connect 245:

The ability for students to work at their own pace and decide when
and how they would like to learn was a common theme in our
‘Learning from remote learning’ report! (https://buﬀ.ly/30CzcLJ).
Schools and timetables should be more ﬂexible about how students
learn, including shorter school days and longer breaks between
classes to rest and refocus.
Has your school been ﬂexible with remote learning?
What would you like to keep as the gradual
return to school progresses?
October 2020
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Meet your incoming Student Executive Advisory Committee! These wonderful folks will
be your Executive for 2020-2021. Say hello to Aakriti, Ahelee, Alejandro, Belle, Caelen,
Claire, Francesca, Grace, Jade, Jess, Joe, Jordan, Linh, Sienna, Tehnan. All the details at:
http://www.vicsrc.org.au/about/executive-committee

Are you a school student
in Victoria?
Become a member of the VicSRC Student Community!
FREE for Victorian school students!
As a member of the VicSRC Student Community, you get discounts and links to news and resources.
You belong to a statewide network, and vote to choose the VicSRC Executive

Join @ https://bit.ly/2FDrg5m
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“The Student Voice Hub is a place
where teachers, students and
principals can all come together to
collaborate, get resources and talk to
people and know what’s happening
in other schools around the state in
regards to student voice.”

Thinking about becoming a VicSRC Partner School?
Wondering what it’s all about? Here’s what it means.
Share our vision
Being a Partner of Victoria’s peak body for school-aged
students connects you with a community committed to a
student-focused education system.
Together we pursue positive change in our education
system through advocacy in schools and communities.
We collaborate with schools, students, educators and likeminded organisations to empower all student voices to
be valued in every aspect of education.

Stay informed
As a peak body, we are on the ground every day
supporting and empowering student voice in schools,
with students and with educators.
We keep our Partner Schools up to date with all
the latest news, innovations and opportunities through
regular communications designed to support you to
empower student voice. When we produce new resources
and tools, our Partner Schools are the ﬁrst to know.

Add your story
We share best practice student voice. Celebrate your wins
and share your learnings with schools across Victoria!

Support student voice
We are a student-led not-for-proﬁt organisation; your
support means we can continue to empower student
voices in all aspects of education.

FAQs

The Student Voice Hub
is designed by young people for young people!
It is a place for students, teachers and everyone who
is passionate about the opinions and ideas of young
people. It:
•

Showcases examples of best practice through case studies

•

Connects schools and organisations passionate about
students taking action to improve their schooling
experience

•

Provides a safe space for stakeholders to discuss issues that
matter to them

•

Provides resources that support students, teachers and
school leaders to take action within their classroom, school
and organisation.

Student Membership is Free!
Student members contribute to blogs, forums and polls,
as well as access many great resources. Students shape
the future of the Student Voice Hub; be part of our
community to have a voice and create positive change.
We are working hard to make this a safe and inclusive
environment for everyone. Currently under Australian
privacy laws we require parental/guardian permission for
people under 15 to register.

https://studentvoicehub.org.au/
The Student Voice Hub
was developed by the
VicSRC with support from
the Victorian Department of
Education and Training.

Are we eligible to be VicSRC Partner School?
If you are a recognised school in Victoria – primary,
secondary, P-12, government, Catholic, independent,
ﬂexible-learning – then you are eligible!

How much does it cost?
It only costs $150+GST per year to be a Partner School.

To sign up to the VicSRC
online e-newsletter ... visit:
http://www.vicsrc.org.au/

We can’t aﬀord $150+GST; can we still be a Partner
School?
We are always willing to make our programs as
accessible as possible! Send an e-mail through
and we’ll be very happy to discuss your options:
partnerships@vicsrc.org.au

Where do we sign up?
Register as a VicSRC Partner School right here:
https://bit.ly/3avn5Ek Once you complete the form
you’ll receive a conﬁrmation e-mail outlining the next
steps (please allow 5 business days for conﬁrmation).
October 2020

The VicSRC Ltd receives funding
support from the Victorian Department
of Education and Training.
It can be reached on 0436 476 612
or by e-mail: info@vicsrc.org.au
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News and Resources

Vale Sir Ken Robinson

S

adly, Sir Ken Robinson, a visionary leader and
advocate of educational change, has passed
away ( http://sirkenrobinson.com/ ).
His ‘Changing Education Paradigms’, an animate
that was adapted from a talk he gave in 2008, is still worth
watching. I fondly recall how this incredibly engaging video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U was
used by principals and teachers to inform fascinating policy
discussions at School Council meetings.
Robinson brought to the fore the ways in which
institutions and customary practices – as products of particular
historical, social, economic, ideological, and cultural contexts
– serve to constrain what we do and seek to achieve.
He provided a powerful exposure of an old educational
paradigm, and was a courageous critic of those education
systems that tend to favour conformity, compliance, and
standardisation. He dedicated his career to nurturing
an alternative: the profoundly personalised approach to
learning.
Robinson emphasised the constraints of contexts, but
also our agency – our choices and decisions, our curiosity
and creativity, and the roles we can all play in gradually
bringing about real educational change. This prompted
rich and productive discussions, in school communities and
elsewhere, about the actual practice of improvement and
change.
In short, he posed a challenge that continues to be
the key issue and needs adequate funding and support by
governments: not to standardise education, but rather to
continue to deeply personalise learning wherever it takes
place: in school, at home, online, and in the community.
Robinson was a tremendous supporter of creativity in
and through students’ personalised learning as well as the
creative work of principals, teachers, students, and parents
in pursuing a vision of education and learning that reaches
beyond targets in the 3Rs.
He was well known, too, for how he so adeptly advanced
this change agenda through his wonderful wit. As he once
remarked: “I often tell politicians: If you want to stop the
problems in education, stop causing them.”

We may not agree with everything that Robinson said or
wrote. But his truly great legacy is the strong encouragement
he gave to us to continue to explore the practical possibilities
in education and schooling and to really work together to
achieve a shared vision.
All the more reason, too – in recognition of his legacy – why
we may need grassroots, broadly-supported, and, importantly,
multi-stakeholder networks such as the Great Schools
Network and the School Governance Network, both of which
have aspired to help bring diverse people and stakeholders
together, especially around the shared pedagogical vision of
deeper personalisation through stronger partnerships.
Vale, Sir Ken Robinson.
Nic Abbey
nicholas.abbey@optusnet.com.au
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/nicholas.abbey1
LinkedIn: https://au.linkedin.com/in/nicholas-abbey-a2529631

Donate to support Connect

Connect now has no income except donations and sales
of literature (see page 54). Even though we are now solely
online, there are still costs associated with publication.
By supporting Connect with your donations, you keep
us going.
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To make a donation to the work of
Connect, use the form in this issue
or contact us for bank account
details to make an electronic
transfer of funds.
Connect 245:

New Way of Doing School

T

Says MacTaggart: “Unschooling
he pandemic has forced change in schools. Parents, teachers,
School
is about stepping outside the
administrators and school boards have had to rethink old practices
dominant narrative around education
to make school safer.
and into a new one. It’s a narrative
One problem that may get
misunderstood during this time of change
is a problem that has been around for a
long time. What about kids who don’t do
well in school? Are they better or worse
oﬀ with the changes that have occurred?
If a child struggles with school, we
tend to assume there is something wrong
with the child or that there is something
wrong with a particular school. But what
if the problem isn’t a particular student
or a speciﬁc school? Could the problem
be the very structure of the education
system itself?
The current factory model of
compulsory school system was invented
in the 1850s to produce workers for
Industrial Revolution era jobs, and many
have questioned whether it has kept
up with changes in society and the job
market.

This is why noted educator Heather
MacTaggart founded Unschooling
School:
https://www.unschoolingschool.com/
She has been joined by educators
from all over the world including Carl
Rust (Indiana, USA), Sidney Morris
(Massachusetts,
USA),
Elizabeth
Campbell (Canada) and more.
The goal is to help kids and
their parents “create an alternative
to school within your school.” The
Unschooling School movement isn’t
about abandoning schools. It’s about
repurposing schools to suit the people
who use them. It is about learners
and their families taking control and
responsibility for their own learning
using public facilities paid for by taxes.

Youth Participation Award

B

risbane Catholic Education’s Student
Voice Initiative was awarded the Youth
Participation Award for Queensland Child
Protection Week.
You can see the
Award
being
presented
by
the Queensland
Police Service at:

https://bit.ly/368mo49

where schools become places ﬁlled with
resources, facilities, materials and experts
to be used by kids to help them in the
process of educating themselves.”
Unschooling School cites the
research of psychologist Peter Gray
and others that contend that children
are born, programmed by nature, to be
natural learners and that schools often
interfere in the natural learning process.
Below are links to videos on
Unschooling School that can assist parents
in taking the ﬁrst steps in unschooling
and how to begin working within the
school system.
Unschooling School – what is it and
Q&A: https://bit.ly/3h5jKOc
Carl Rust
Author:
Get Out of the Way and Let Kids Learn
Elkhart, Indiana, USA

“We are not learning;
we are just memorising”
Student Letter to UK Chief Inspector

S

tudents involved in the UCL (University
College London) “States of Mind” project
have written an open letter to the UK’s Chief
Inspector of Education, Amanda Spielman,
about how aspects of the education system are
negatively impacting on young people’s mental
health and personal development.

his survey is designed to understand how
young people think about working or getting
involved in health research. It is being carried out
by Dalberg, a global impact-focused consultancy
ﬁrm, on behalf of the Wellcome Trust, a leading
research-charity based in London. It is to be ﬁlled
out by people between the ages of 10 and 24 years
of age and should take ﬁve minutes to complete.

States of Mind came into being in 2017 as an
organisation in the UK advocating for new ways of
thinking about mental health.
They say: “Our mission is create a world where
everyone has the tools to maintain a healthy identity as
they move through life.”
States of Mind run research and social change
projects that enable young people’s voices to inform the
way emotional and mental wellbeing is supported in
society.
As part of this work, last year they asked a group of
London students about their experiences in education.
The students explored the subject in a series of focus
groups, and shared their ﬁndings in this open letter:

https://bit.ly/35ZZNqk

https://bit.ly/2HqBtDN

Youth Involvement in
Health Research Survey

T

October 2020
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Our Shared Story is a unique global community project inviting students and educators
to share their stories of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The project brings together the voices and perspectives of young people aged 3 to 18
years and provides an authentic audience and outlet for their creativity and expression.
Our Shared Story has been designed by teachers and includes resources for educators to
implement the project in their schools and classrooms as well as opportunities to connect
and share stories in free virtual workshops. Educators’ voices are also being collected to
build a global picture of education at this time in history.
The collection of works will be published on the Our Shared Story website, and
negotiations with interested museums and galleries are underway to develop live
exhibitions of artefacts. To ﬁnd out more and get involved visit:

www.oursharedstory.org.au
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CLOSING:
end of October!

Further information, including a video, is now available at: https://bit.ly/2Pd9HLI
October 2020
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Audits of Practice

T

he Audits and Tools that have been
developed over the last couple of years,
and published in Connect, are now available
online as PDFs from the Connect website:
https://bit.ly/2XVfjh1
You can download these to use with
teacher or student groups.

Listening

H
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Resource:

A reflect

ive tool
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1.�Awareness
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2.�Listening
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3.�Responding
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4. Acting &
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Changing
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Student Voice, Agency, Participation:
https://bit.ly/2DhMpht
This original document that outlined concepts of ‘voice’,
‘agency’ and ‘participation’ was initially published in
Connect 229, February 2018.

Listening Tool:
https://bit.ly/2rwBnTe
This reﬂective tool is about being aware of, listening to,
responding to and acting on students’ voices. It can be
used by teachers or by student representatives. It was
originally published in Connect 235, February 2019.

Audit of School Practices:
https://bit.ly/2KWjnYZ
The Audit provides a comprehensive and structured
overview of practices around voice, agency and
participation at classroom and whole-school levels. It can
be used to discuss what you are already doing and what
further possibilities exist - and to determine your priorities.
It was originally published in Connect 236, April 2019.

Student Council Audit:
https://bit.ly/2DhMjX9
A similar Audit looks speciﬁcally at how well your Student
Council is operating. It is based on an earlier Audit in the
VicSRC’s Represent! kit, and this version was originally
published in Connect 237, June 2019.

Connect on facebook

C

onnect has a presence on facebook. Find us at:
http://ow.ly/L6UvW

We’ve been posting some news and links there since June 2013, to
complement and extend what you see in the online version of Connect.
It would be great if you could go there and ‘like’ us, and also watch there
for news of each Connect’s availability online - for FREE.

Student Voice Research and Practice facebook group
www.facebook.com/groups/studentvoicepage/

This open facebook group was initially established by
Professor Dana Mitra, and is now supported by the work
of academics, practitioners and students throughout the
world. It provides a valuable community of people working
and interested in the area of ‘Student Voice’ - in Australia,
USA, UK, Italy and elsewhere – as well as access to useful
resources and examples, and up-to-date information
about initiatives. You can easily log on and join the group
at the above address.
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Student Voices:
Remote Learning from the Student’s Perspective
and The Return of Remote Learning

W

hen over 700,000 student returned to remote learning in
Victoria, PivotPL reached out to several students of diﬀerent
ages to ask them what the return to remote learning meant to them.
Two online reports are available:
Wren Gillett, Pivot’s Student
Advocate, spoke to almost 40 students
from six to 18 years of age about their
experiences with remote learning.
In their discussion, they focused
on what they liked and what they
didn’t like about remote learning, plus
what advice they had for their teachers

on how to improve this learning
environment in future. This is the second
Student Voices podcast from Wren:
https://bit.ly/3cmY4MI
And further details of student
responses to the return to remote
learning are available in a youtube video:
https://bit.ly/33PMtly

All about Student Action Teams,
including some hyper-linked mini-case studies, at:
www.asprinworld.com/student_action_teams
Student Voice is a place for students, teachers, and parents to share and reﬂect on the ways in which young
people are being empowered to inﬂuence their own earning.

‘Student Councils and Beyond’
Online! FREE!

We’ve almost run out of print copies of the ﬁrst Connect publication:
Student Councils and Beyond (from 2005). And many of the ideas have
subsequently been reﬂected in the Represent! kit from the VicSRC
(see: www.vicsrc.org.au/resources/represent).
So we have made all of Student Councils and Beyond
(a compilation of articles and resources from many earlier issues of Connect)
available online for FREE. It can be downloaded (as one document
or in sections) as PDFs from the Connect website. Find it at:

www.asprinworld.com/connect
October 2020
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Connect Publications: Order Form
Tax Invoice: ABN: 98 174 663 341
To:
Connect, 12 Brooke Street, Northcote

VIC 3070 Australia

e-mail: r.holdsworth@unimelb.edu.au

Full Catalogue in
Connect #217

Connect Online Subscription (all 6 issues annually e-mailed to you FREE):
Simply provide your e-mail address (below or by e-mail) and name and phone number (in case of bounces).
There is no cost; however donations to support Connect’s work are appreciated and acknowledged.

❐

I enclose a donation to support the work of Connect.

or:

❐

I am already a subscriber to Connect.

Connect Publications:
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies

normal price

Student Action Teams
Reaching High (with DVD) §
Reaching High (without DVD)
Switched On to Learning (maximum of 10 copies per order)
Democracy Starts Here

Publications available from Connect:
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies

A: Donation to Connect:

Foxﬁre 25 Years
Sometimes a Shining Moment (1 available) §
A Foxﬁre Christmas (1 available) §
Foxﬁre 9 (1 available) §
Students and Work (maximum of 10 copies per order)
SRC Pamphlets Set (2 sets available) §

$30
$30
$20
$6
$6
normal price

$20
$20
$20
$10
$6
$6

$...........

Connect subscriber price

$25*
$25*
$15*
$ 5*
$ 5*

$ .............
$ .............
$ .............
$ .............
$ .............

Connect subscriber price

$10*
$10*
$10*
$ 5*
$ 5*
$ 5*

$ ............
$ ............
$ ............
$ ............
$ ............
$ ............

(§ check availability before ordering; * discounted rate for subscribers to Connect)

B: Total for publications:

$...........

NOTE: all amounts include postage/packaging within Australia (GST not applicable - input taxed)

(Postage:

$...........)

Outside Australia add $5 per copy of publications

Payment and Mailing:
I enclose a cheque /money-order/oﬃcial order for:

A + B: Total Payment:

$ ..........

(make cheques payable to Connect; payment in Australian dollars please; contact Connect by e-mail to make arrangement to pay by EFT on invoice)

Mailing details: send to:
Name (attention):
Organisation (school etc):
Mailing Address:
(Town/Suburb:)
(State & Postcode:)

Country:
E-mail (free subscription):
Phone number:
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Connections
Contribute to Connect
Anyone may submit an original article to be considered for publication in Connect provided he or she owns
the copyright to the work being submitted or is authorised by the copyright owner or owners to submit
the article. Authors are the initial owners of the copyrights to their works, but by successfully submitting the
article to Connect, transfer such ownership of the published article to Connect on the understanding that
any royalties or other income from that article will be used to maintain publication of Connect.

ASPRINworld:

the Connect website!
www.asprinworld.com/connect
Connect has a website at ASPRINworld. The Connect
section of the website is slowly growing, with information about
subscribing, index of recent back issue contents (hyperlinked
to PDFs) and summaries of and order information for Student
Councils and Beyond, Student Action Teams, Reaching High
and Switched On to Learning.

Connect is also archived
and available electronically:

research.acer.edu.au/connect
All issues of Connect are archived through the ACER
Research Repository: ACEReSearch. Connect issues
from #1 to the current issue are available for free download,
and recent issues can be searched by key terms. See the
ASPRINworld site for index details of recent issues, then link
to and download the whole issue you are interested in.

www.informit.com.au

In addition, current and recent issues of Connect are now
available online to libraries and others who subscribe to
RMIT’s Informit site – a site that contains databases of
many Australian publications. You can access whole issues
of Connect as well as individual articles. Costs apply, either
by a library subscription to Informit’s databases, or through
individual payments per view for articles.
Articles from Connect are also
discoverable through EBSCOhost
research databases.

www.asprinworld.com/connect
&

research.acer.edu.au/connect
October 2020

Local and International
Publications Received
Connect receives many publications directly or indirectly relevant
to youth and student participation. We can’t lend or sell these,
but if you want to look at or use them, contact us and we’ll work
something out.

Australian:
ACER Discover (ACER, Camberwell, Vic) September 2020
Approaches to youth participation in youth and community work
practice: A critical dialogue. (Tim Corney, Howard Williamson,
Roger Holdsworth, Robyn Broadbent, Katherine Ellis, Harry Shier
& Trudi Cooper) Youth Workers Association, Victoria; 2020; at:
https://bit.ly/3i2Npbt
Student agency and action in the Northern Territory (Tanya
Vaughan, Summer Howarth, Sandy Cartwright, John Cleary, NT)
Teacher Magazine ACER: 22 June 2020): https://bit.ly/2SLGYiF
Student Voice, Agency and Participation (Roger Holdsworth, Vic)
Professional Voice 13(2): 21-30 (2020): Learning - in the shadow of
the pandemic; at: https://bit.ly/33Wi1WZ
The possibilities and problematics of student voice for teacher
professional learning: lessons from an evaluation study
(Eve Mayes, Rosalyn Black & Rachel Finneran, Deakin University,
Geelong, Vic) Cambridge Journal of Education (2020):
https://doi.org/10.1080/0305764X.2020.1806899
Unearthing Why: Stories of thinking and learning with children
(Clare Britt & Jill McLachlan) Edition 2; The Curious Teacher:
www.thecuriousteacher.com
Young people pursuing futures: making identity labors curricular
(Lew Zipin, Marie Brennan & Sam Sellar, University of South
Australia & Manchester Metropolitan University) Mind, Culture &
Activity (2020): https://doi.org/10.1080/10749039.2020.1808687
Youthink (Melbourne, Vic) #2 Term 3 2020: http://bit.ly/YOUTHINK2

International:
A need to rethink decision-making in schools (Dr Geraldine Rowe,
UK) 2020; at: https://bit.ly/2GaAwyx
Another way is possible: Becoming a democratic
teacher in a state school (Derry Hannam, UK) 2020; at:
https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/1029100
Student Agency for 2030 (OECD) OECD Future of Education
and Skills 2030: Conceptual learning framework; 2019; at:
https://bit.ly/30SRE3l
UPdate (UP for Learning, Vermont, USA) September, October 2020
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40 years +

1979 to 2020 ...

www.asprinworld.com/connect

Connect Online!

A

Free subscription
and materials
Catalogue:
see page 54

ll issues of Connect from 1979 to the present
(that’s almost 41 years!) are freely available online!
Thanks to the Australian Council for Educational Research
(ACER), all the issues of Connect have been scanned or uploaded into the ACER’s Research Repository: ACEReSearch.
You can ﬁnd these issues of Connect at:

http://research.acer.edu.au/connect
The left-hand menu provides a pull-down menu for you to select the
issue number > browse; the front cover of the issue is displayed, and you
can simply click on the link in the main body of the page to download a
PDF of the issue. Recent issues are also searchable by key words.
Connect has a commitment to the sharing of ideas, stories, approaches
and resources about active student participation. We are totally
supported by donations!

Let us know
There may be some gaps or improvements necessary. As you use this
resource, let us know what you ﬁnd. (If an issue of Connect seems to be
missing, check the issues either side, as double issues show up only as one
issue number.) If you have any ideas for improving this resource, please
let us know.

Most importantly, please USE this resource.

All copies of Connect are
available online ... for free!

http://research.acer.edu.au/connect
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